100 Climate Protection Estates in
North Rhine-Westphalia
Energy-efficient homes for 25,000 people
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100 Climate Protection estates in North Rhine-Westphalia
About the project
10,000 people are already living in Climate Protection
developments in North Rhine-Westphalia. This brochure
presents 53 of the completed estates. The range of developments includes new housing estates with individual
owners as well as construction projects as part of subsidised
housing schemes, private apartments, homes for the elderly
and cooperative building projects. The installed energy
supply options range, for example, from wood pellet heating
systems, and heat pumps through to ice storage concepts.
As early as 1997, the state of North Rhine-Westphalia issued
a state-wide appeal entitled „Building with the Sun – 50
Solar Housing Estates in North Rhine-Westphalia“, thereby
initiating an innovative project to make intensive use of solar
energy. As a follow-up project, the unique ”100 Climate
Protection Estates in North Rhine-Westphalia“ project was
developed in 2009 in a collaboration between the state
of North Rhine-Westphalia and EnergyAgency.NRW. The
project focuses on reducing the energy consumption of
and CO2 emissions from residential buildings. For the first
time, CO2 emissions were used as an assessment criterion
to support the energy transition in the building sector. Thus,
as a pioneer in energy-efficient housing development, North
Rhine-Westphalia is supporting Germany‘s climate protection targets of a 55% reduction in greenhouse gases by 2030
relative to 1990, and climate neutrality by 2050.
The aim of the project is to consistently reduce heat-related
CO2 emissions from residential property (new-builds and refurbished housing stock), thereby also consistently reducing
energy costs. All technologies that are suitable for CO2 savings can be used for this purpose. This means that planners
and investors have the freedom to choose from a wide range
of innovative building standards and energy supply variants.
Even though the focus of the project is on avoiding CO2
emissions, these housing estates are to be characterised by
special urban planning, architectural and social qualities that
go way beyond the innovative energy concept. Therefore, in
order to provide a high-quality living environment in the long
term, the requirements made of the overall design concept
are high. This will help to promote environmentally compatible construction as an important component of sustainable housing development.

Requirements for a NRW Climate Protection estate
To ensure low energy demand, it is necessary to impose minimum standards for the insulation of the building envelope
that exceed the requirements of the Energy Saving Ordinance and the Building Energy Act. The limit for maximum
heat-related CO2 emissions for new buildings is 9 kg CO2 per
square meter per year, which is around 50% below the statutory requirement for a typical detached house. The values
for existing buildings depend on their compactness (the A/V
ratio) and range between 12 and 15 kg CO2 per square meter
and year. The calculations take account of emissions from
heating, water heating and auxiliary energy.
These requirements and further recommendations for
the Climate Protectionestates are presented in a specially
prepared planning guide, which not only addresses energy
aspects but also architecture and urban planning. The projects are funded via the state funding programme progres.
nrw – market launch.
Project coordination
EnergyAgency.NRW is coordinating the ”100 Climate
Protection Estates“ project on behalf of the North Rhine-Westphalia Ministry for Economic Affairs, Innovation,
Digitisation and Energy and is supporting the project partners from planning through to implementation. In order
to ensure the desired qualities, the project proposals are
assessed by an interdisciplinary selection committee with
experts from the fields of urban planning, architecture
and energy, and the status of ”NRW Climate Protection
Estate“ is only granted after intense scrutiny.

Situation as at December 2020
100 projects with NRW Climate Protection Estate status,
of which:
■ 53 estates completed
■ 26 estates under construction
■ 21 estates in planning phase
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Projects with "NRW Climate Protection Estate" status

Climate Protection estate completed
Climate Protection estate under construction
Climate Protection residential estate planning phase
Minden

Ibbenbüren
Versmold

Lemgo

Warendorf
Emmerich
.

am See

Kevelaer

-Spyckstr.
-Flora-Quartier
Voerde
Kamp-Lintfort
*
Krefeld

Herne

*

Moers

Paderborn
-Springbach Höfe

-Katharinen Höfe
Werne
*

Kamen

Soest

Bochum*

Duisburg
*
*

-Neuwerk
-Seestadt

Erkrath
Hilden -Trialog
-Süd

Hückelhoven
.

Geilenkirchen

Jülich

*
Essen
-Dilldorfer Höhe
-Rellinghausen

Cologne*

* Cologne
*

-Bad Godesberg
-Weststadt

*

*

Bochum
-Seven Stones
-Viktoriagärten
Dortmund
-Brechten
-Hombruch
-Phoenixsee
Düsseldorf
-Benrath
-Garath
-Lichtenbroich
-Mörsenbroich
-Quellenbusch

-Lind
-Porz
-Rodenkirchen
-Stegerwaldsiedlung
-Westhoven
-Widdersdorf
*Oberhausen
-Alsterfeld
-Schmachtendorf
*
Wuppertal
-Alte Dorfstr.
-Malerstr.
-Pelerinenviertel
-Sonnborn
-Tesche-Quartier
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Aachen Climate Protection estate
Student residence to passive house standard
Location
The apartment block built for students is located on Roermonder Straße, about 1.5 km from Aachen city centre and
about 1 km north of RWTH Aachen University. Due to its
location close to the city centre, all infrastructure facilities
are easily accessible. The campus of RWTH Aachen University and Lousberg nature park are also within walking
distance.
Urban planning/architecture
The building is primarily intended for students, with small
apartments for one person and slightly larger units for two.
Larger apartments are also provided on the penthouse
floor and these are suitable for young professionals or lecturers. A total of 50 apartments for about 60 people have
been created. A pavilion was built in the courtyard, incorporating a laundry facility and a study and lounge area. In the
attic there are large dormers that extend over two floors,
enhancing the quality of the apartments. The facades are
designed with masonry and suspended metal structures
in places. The necessary parking spaces are provided in an
underground car park.

Energy concept
The building was constructed to the passive house standard. Heating is provided by an air-to-water heat pump
installed in the pavilion. An additional gas condensing
boiler was installed for peak loads. The rooms are heated
by underfloor heating. Hot water storage tanks have been
installed on two floors in appropriate technical rooms.
The building has a central ventilation system with heat
recovery. Further energy savings were made by using LED
lighting.

Location
■ Aachen, Roermonder Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 50 student apartments
■ Four-storey apartment block with a penthouse floor
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation system with heat recovery
■ Air-to-water heat pump and gas-fired peak-load boiler
Project partners
■ Meilenstein 110 GmbH, Aachen
■ bdmb Architekten, Mönchengladbach
■ Die Energieexperten, Aachen
■ City of Aachen
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Ascheberg Climate Protection estate
Individually designed single family homes
Location
The Ascheberg Climate Protectionestate lies about 1 km
from the town centre and forms the southern end of the
development. There is a footpath to the primary school and
school buses run to other schools.
Urban planning/architecture
Since the demand for detached houses in this area was
very high, the construction site was divided into 26 plots.
A semi-detached house was built alongside the detached
houses. In order to create a harmonious appearance, the
roof shapes and heights were specified in the development plan and dormers etc. were not permitted. Recommendations were made in terms of materials and colours.
Energy concept
The municipality commissioned an energy consultant
to advise the home owners and to review the energy
concepts.

Location
■ Ascheberg, Einsteinweg
Project features
■ Completed in autumn 2018
■ 26 housing units
■ Detached and semi-detached houses
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard
(max. 15 kWh/m²a) or three-litre standard (max. 35
kWh/m²a)
■ Individual energy concepts
Project partners
■ Gemeinde Ascheberg
■ Drees & Huesmann, Bielefeld
■ e&u energiebüro GmbH, Bielefeld
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Bielefeld Breipohls Hof Climate Protection estate
Care centre with apartments built to passive house standard
Location
The „Breipohls Hof“ development area lies in the Bielefeld
district of Senne. At the entrance to this area, the elderly care
division of the v. Bodelschwinghschen Bethel foundation has
built an elderly care centre with residential care units and
barrier-free apartments. Public transport links are good, as
are the local facilities with a kindergarten, school and shops.
The area covers a total of 20 ha and, after completion of all
construction work, houses about 750 residents.
Urban planning/architecture
Eighty care places and 17 apartments with a total of over
4,000 m² of living space have been created in this Climate
Protectiondevelopment on three floors plus a penthouse
floor. The care places are divided into six units with 12
places each, plus an open living unit. There is a café in the
foyer of the facility.
Five apartments were created in each of the first and
second floors in the south-facing head section of the
building, which has separate access. Another seven apartments are located on the penthouse floor. The floor areas
of the apartments range from 32 to 70 m². The property
also includes an enclosed garden, designed as a „sensory
garden“ to meet the needs of those living with dementia.
Energy concept
The building, which was planned as a passive house, was
built as a solid structure with 20 cm thermal insulation.
The penthouse floor is a timber frame construction with
24 cm insulation. The building has a central ventilation
system with heat recovery. Space heating is provided by
heated air. Supplementary static heating surfaces were

used in some areas. The heat is provided by a mini-CHP
unit and a gas condensing boiler. The CHP unit provides
approximately 70% of the heat and the gas boiler approximately 30%. A photovoltaic system with an output of about
28 kWp also contributes to CO2 savings.

Location
■ Bielefeld-Senne, Breipohls Hof
Project features
■ Completed in 2013
■ Care centre with 80 care places and 17 apartments
■ Three-storey solid building with penthouse in timber
construction
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation system with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via mini-CHP unit and gas
boiler
■ Power generation via CHP and photovoltaic system
with an output of 28 kWp
Project partners
■ v. Bodelschwinghsche Stiftungen Bethel, Bielefeld
■ Pappert + Weichynik Architekten PartGmbB, Bielefeld
■ City of Bielefeld
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Bielefeld Pauluscarree Climate Protection estate
Apartments and terraced houses in central Bielefeld
Location
The Climate Protectionestate has been built on a brownfield site in Bielefeld city centre as part of a development
area. It is located approximately 1 km northeast of the centre and approximately 500 m east of the train station. The
whole area has been divided up into plots for different types of housing. As well as student apartments, apartments
built to barrier-free standards and other rental apartments,
it was planned to build private homes in the form of terraced houses and maisonettes. This area designated for
private homes was built as an Climate Protection estate.
Urban planning/architecture
The terraced houses and maisonettes are located in the
northern part of the new development and consist of
three south-facing rows with a total of 28 housing units.
The rows were built with three or four storeys, some of
them with cellars. The floor plans of the terraced houses
were adapted to the individual concepts of the owners.
Energy concept
The buildings are designed to the three-litre standard and
each has an exhaust-air heat pump. These units generate
space heat as well as hot water. PV units are also installed.

Location
■ Central Bielefeld, Walther-Rathenau-Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2014
■ 28 housing units
■ Two three-storey terraced rows each with eight
houses and
■ Twelve maisonettes in three-storey buildings with a
penthouse floor
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Exhaust air systems
■ Heating and hot water via exhaust air heat pumps
■ Photovoltaic systems with a total output of approx.
50 kWp
Project partners
■ pb planen + bauen Massivbau GmbH, Bünde
■ Pappert + Weichynik Architekten PartGmbB, Bielefeld
■ City of Bielefeld
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Bonn-Bad Godesberg Climate Protection estate
New construction and refurbishment of existing buildings in the former
government quarter
Location
The project is located in Bonn, northwest of the centre
of Bad Godesberg on Teutonenstraße. Public transport,
schools and local amenities are close by. In addition to a new
building, the Climate Protectionresidential estate also comprises an existing apartment block, which was used from
1974 until 1990 by the GDR’s Permanent Representation
in West Germany. Southwest of the existing building is the
former administration building of the Permanent Representation, which currently houses the German Nutrition Society.
Urban planning/architecture
The new building comprises 13 apartments in a three-storey building with a penthouse floor. In the existing building, 14 apartments have been created through conversion and addition of new floors. Both buildings have
underground car parks with tenant gardens above the car
parks.
A total of 27 apartments were created with a living area of
2,400 m². All apartments have been built to barrier-free
standards where possible.
Energy concept
Two solar thermal systems, each with 42 m² of evacuated
tube collectors, are installed on the roofs. They not only
provide 65% of the hot water but also some of the heat used
for space heating. Each building has a central ventilation
system with heat recovery. Hot water is provided locally via

fresh water stations in the apartments. The remaining heat
demand is covered by a central gas absorption heat pump.
PV panels with a total output of 10 kWp are mounted on the
façades to protect from the sun..

Location
■ Bonn-Bad Godesberg, Teutonenstraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2012
■ 27 housing units
■ A new-build apartment block and an existing building
renovation with added storey
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard
(max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Central gas absorption heat pump with solar thermal
support (2 x 42 m² evacuated tube collectors), decentralised water heating with fresh water stations in the
apartments
■ Photovoltaic systems with a total output of approx.
10 kWp
Project partners
■ Wohnbau-Gesellschaft Derr, Hilden
■ Ingenieurbüro Eukon, KrefeldCity of Bonn
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Bonn-Weststadt Climate Protection estate
Student apartments in ecological timber construction
Location
Project 42!“ is located in Bonn‘s Weststadt, about 800 m
west of the central railway station and the city centre. It is also
within walking distance of the university. The project was built
to replace a dilapidated smaller residential building.
Urban planning/architecture
The Climate Protection development is a five-storey
student residence with 32 apartments. The building is
the tallest timber house in North Rhine-Westphalia. Wood
was used for the supporting structure and interior finish,
as well as for the fire walls. All of the wood used is locally
sourced and certified accordingly. The use of cellulose as
an insulating material with up to 40 cm in the roof and
exterior walls is outstanding in this dimension.
Energy concept
The building is built to passive house standard and, in
conjunction with the photovoltaic system, also meets the
KfW Efficiency House 40 Plus standard. The ventilation
system with heat recovery was installed centrally. The heat
supply for the underfloor heating is provided by a micro heat
pump (2 kW) with geothermal probes, which also offers a
cooling function in summer. The building automation system
controls and optimises all energy processes in the building,
as well as the battery storage system. The building‘s energy
values are displayed on a screen in the foyer of the 42! for
all residents to see.

Location
■ Bonn, Karl-Frowein-Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 32 student apartments
■ Five-storey apartment house in timber construction
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard
(max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating via ground source heat pump
■ Hot water via electronic instantaneous water heater
■ PV plant with a total output of 30 kWp
■ Exclusive use of ecological building materials
Project partners
■ raum für architektur, kay künzel + partner, Wachtberg
■ Projekt 42! Hucho_Künzel GbR, Bonn
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Detmold Climate Protection estate
Successful mix of owner-occupied and rental apartments
Location
The Climate Protection estate is situated in the Hiddesen
district, between the city centre and the Hermann Monument. It benefits from good infrastructure and Hiddesen
centre is within walking distance. The area is on several
bus routes. Immediately adjacent to the south is a primary
school with a large playground. A kindergarten and other
church and social facilities are located nearby.
Urban planning/architecture
The estate comprises a total of 40 housing units. 22 of
these apartments are housed in two apartment blocks.
These apartments are accommodated in two taller buildings (up to 9 m high) in the west, serving as the entrance
to the estate. Further development with individual houses
was created in two rows north and south of the access
road. The northern row comprises five buildings, each with
up to two full storeys with flat roofs, while all the other
detached houses have gable roofs. Each detached house
has a parking space on the property, while underground car
parks have been built for the apartment blocks. The design
qualities were secured in advance by a design guide drawn
up by a specialist office.

Energy concept
The Climate Protection estate is connected to the district
heating network operated by Detmold’s municipal utility.
Thanks to the generation of heat in a combined heat and
power plant and the use of renewable energies in a wood-fired power plant, the district heating system has a very
good primary energy factor. The buildings meet at least the
three-litre standard and are equipped with ventilation systems with heat recovery. The Detmold Low Energy Institute
advised and supported the individual construction projects.

Location
■ Detmold-Hiddesen, Kornblumenweg
Project features
■ Completed in spring 2019
■ 40 housing units
■ Two apartment blocks, 18 detached and
semi-detached houses
■ Heat energy demand: min. three-litre standard (max.
35 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water: district heating
Project partners
■ City of Detmold
■ Detmold municipal utility
■ Drees & Huesmann planners, Bielefeld
■ OWL Immobilien GmbH
■ Niedrig-Energie-Ins¬titut, Detmold
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Dinslaken Climate Protection estate
Apartments and nursing home in a historic setting
Location
The Climate Protection development is situated just under
a kilometre south of Dinslaken town centre, immediately
next to a trotting track on the Bärenkamp estate. The historic manor house has been preserved. The development
is well connected via bus and tram routes and there are
shops within walking distance.
Urban planning/architecture
Eight four-storey apartment blocks with penthouse floors
have been built on the northern part of the site. They house
a total of 59 private apartments and two commercial units.
The north-facing sections of the ground floor are below
ground level and contain parking spaces and utility areas.
Three three-storey apartment blocks have been built in the
eastern area, providing nine apartments each. A retirement and nursing home for 80 people has been built in the
southwestern portion of the site. It sits directly on a central
square, which can be used by residents of the home. The
facilities of the home include a cafeteria and a chapel that
is open to the public. The nursing home is operated by
Caritas.
Energy concept
The apartment blocks were built as three-litre houses with
triple glazing. Most of the buildings have been equipped
with ventilation systems with heat recovery. Heating and
hot water are provided by the existing district heating
network.
The nursing home was built as a compact, south-facing
building to the passive house standard and also has
regulated room ventilation with heat recovery. It is a solid

masonry construction with a thermal insulation composite
system. The flat monopitch roofs have been extensively
greened. Once again, heating and hot water are supplied
by district heating with a low primary energy factor. Heat is
distributed through the supply air and static heating surfaces in individual areas.

Location
■ Dinslaken, Bärenkampallee
Project features
■ Completed in 2015
■ 86 private apartments, 2 commercial units, 80 care
places
■ 8 urban villas with 59 housing units, 3 garden court
buildings with 27 housing units, nursing home
■ Heat energy demand: Nursing home: passive house
standard (max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Residential block: three-litre standard (max. 35
kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via district heating
Project partners
■ Town of Dinslaken
■ Neuhaus & Bassfeld GmbH, Dinslaken
■ IBN Passivhaustechnik, Cologne
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Düsseldorf-Benrath Climate Protection estate
NRW State Prize 2017 for Architecture, Housing and Urban
Development ”Good Construction in Publicly Subsidised Housing“
Location
The Climate Protection estate is located to the west of the
city forest, directly at the approach to the Benrath district,
on the busy Forststraße. The former buildings on this
site dated from 1931. Refurbishment turned out not to be
practical.
Urban planning/architecture
In order to address the prevailing noise pollution, a new
perimeter block was built around a quiet inner courtyard.
Transparent staircases between the individual buildings
break up the facades and give them a visual structure. Two
separate underground car parks with around 60 parking
spaces were built under the buildings and partly under
the courtyard. In addition to apartments for families and
singles, a senior living unit was also incorporated. A total
of 62 apartments are available, of which about 60% were
publicly subsidised. All apartments are built to barrier-free
standards. The courtyard is divided by clear zoning into
front gardens, private tenant gardens and a communal
outdoor area. A central area has been created with play and
recreation areas for all generations.
Energy concept
The housing estate was built in two construction phases
with different energy concepts. The first-phase buildings
were built as passive houses. The building services consist
of a gas condensing boiler and an additional solar thermal system with 60 m² of collector surface. Each building
has a central ventilation system with heat recovery. The
ventilation systems provide basic heating. The apartments
are fitted with static radiators for individual temperature
adjustment. Hot water is supplied centrally using the solar

system. In the second construction phase, the buildings
were built to the three-litre standard and equipped with
wood pellet heating for space heating and hot water supply.

Location
■ Düsseldorf-Benrath, Am Wald, Forststraße,
Hoxbachstraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 62 rental apartments, of which approx. 60% are
publicly subsidised
■ Four-storey apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: 1st phase: passive house standard (max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ 2nd phase: three-litre standard (max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ 1st phase: ventilation systems with heat recovery, 2nd
phase: exhaust air systems
■ Heating and hot water in 1st phase: gas condensing
boiler with solar thermal support, in 2nd phase: wood
pellet heating
■ Solar thermal system with 60 m² of collector surface
Project partners
■ SWD Städtische Wohnungsgesellschaft Düsseldorf
(Municipal Housing Association)
■ HGMB Architekten, Düsseldorf
■ Energiebüro vom Stein
■ ITG Hans Pütz GmbH & Co KG•
■ Schüssler-Plan GmbH, Düsseldorf
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Düsseldorf-Mörsenbroich Climate Protection estate
Rental apartments with integrated apartments for seniors
Location
In the Mörsenbroich district of Düsseldorf, a new rental-apartment block has been built as an Climate Protectiondevelopment on an inner-city plot at the corner of Münsterstraße and Hördtweg. The design for the development
emerged from a competition.
Urban planning/architecture
The new development comprises a total of 58 apartments
in five five- and six-storey blocks arranged along the street.
Two underground car parks have also been provided with
one parking space per apartment. The blocks offer two- to
four-room apartments, 17 of which are designed as retirement apartments, some of which were publicly subsidised.
In addition, there are about 100 m² of communal areas.
The façade design is somewhat closed on the street-facing
sides to protect from noise. The entrance areas are colourfully accented and the base areas set off with decorative
facing. The south- and west-facing facades overlooking the
garden are of an open design with large window areas. In
the basement there are storage rooms assigned to each
housing unit and rooms for common use for utility connection, bicycles and for drying laundry. A play and recreation
area has been established in the inner courtyard, including
play areas for young children and tenant gardens.

Energy concept
The buildings meet both the passive house standard and
the KfW 40 standard. The exterior walls are solid sand-lime
brick with 30 cm of thermal insulation. The energy concept
also relies on central ventilation systems with heat recovery
and on geothermal energy provided by heat pumps. Holes
were drilled in the garden area for this purpose. The heat is
stored in separate buffer tanks for heating and hot water.
The water heating is additionally supported by a solar
thermal system. Heat is transferred to the apartments via
individual fresh water stations.

Location
■ Düsseldorf-Mörsenbroich, Ecke Münsterstraße /
Hördtweg
Project features
■ Completed in 2014
■ 58 housing units, including 17 senior apartments
■ Five- to six-storey apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Ground source heat pumps, water heating supported
by solar thermal energy
Project partners
■ Düsseldorfer Wohnungsgenossenschaft e.G.
■ Miksch Rücker Malchartzek Architekten, Düsseldorf
■ Sommer Passivhaus GmbH, Erkelenz
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Düsseldorf-Lichtenbroich Climate Protection estate
Refurbishment and new build with a central wood pellet
heating system
Location
The Düsseldorf-Lichtenbroich Climate Protection development is situated in the north of Düsseldorf, close to
the airport. It is a residential area with a total of some 240
apartments built between 1959 and 1960. Previously, the
apartments had night storage heaters and electric instantaneous water heaters. The entire neighbourhood was
partially renovated, expanded in some areas and supplemented by a few new buildings. The first two construction
phases with 157 apartments have been executed as an
Climate Protection estate.
Urban planning/architecture
Two architectural firms emerged as winners of an architectural competition and were commissioned to plan the three
construction phases. The first two construction phases
were built as an Climate Protection development by Hector3 architects. In the first construction phase, part of the
longest row of buildings on the northeastern edge of the
site was demolished and replaced by a new tower block.
The remaining part of the row was extensively renovated. In
the second construction phase, four additional rows of buildings in the northern area were renovated and extended.
Some access ramps were built to make the apartments as
barrier-free as possible. In order to achieve a varied mix of
apartments, some apartments were combined into larger
units with up to four rooms. Small two-storey maisonettes
have been built in some of the raised areas.

Energy concept
All buildings meet at least the three-litre standard with a
maximum heat energy demand of 35 kWh/m²a. The newly
constructed parts of the building are significantly below
that at 23 – 26 kWh/m²a. All houses have ventilation systems with heat recovery. Heat is supplied via a local heating
network with a central wood pellet heating system for each
construction phase.

Location
■ Düsseldorf-Lichtenbroich, Sermer Weg, Volkardeyer Weg
Project features
■ Completed in early 2020
■ 157 apartments and a doctor‘s practice,
of which 88 housing units are new builds
■ Heat energy demand: min. three-litre standard
(23 - 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Central wood pellet heating system per construction phase
Project partners
■ Rheinwohnungsbau GmbH, Düsseldorf
■ hector3 architekten, Düsseldorf
■ ITG Hans Pitz GmbH, Aachen
■ Wortmann & Wember GmbH, Bochum
■ Baues + Wicht beratende Ingenieure PartmbB,
Korschenbroich
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Düsseldorf-Garath Climate Protection estate
Upgrading a city quarter
Location
The Climate Protection estate is located in the Garath
district of Düsseldorf, about 10 km southeast of the city
centre. Rheinwohnungsbau GmbH built a solar housing
estate with 122 apartments here between Lüderitz-Strasse
and Josef-Maria-Olbrich-Strasse in 2008 -2011. On the land
to the south of Josef-Maria-Olbrich-Straße, four high-rise
buildings that were beyond renovation were subsequently
replaced by four five- to six-storey tower blocks. These buildings were built as an Climate Protectiondevelopment.
Urban planning/architecture
The Climate Protectionestate comprises 65 apartments
with a total living area of approximately 5,200 m², predominantly south and west facing. The buildings have been
developed with three apartments per floor. This has produced a good mix of different sized apartments. There are
twelve publicly subsidised apartments built to barrier-free
standards. The ground floor apartments have tenant
gardens. The required parking spaces are mainly provided
in two underground car parks.
Energy concept
At approximately 29 kWh/m²a, the heat energy demand of
the building is between that of a passive house and that of
a three-litre house. The apartments have ventilation systems with heat recovery. The supply of heat for space heating and water heating is provided by the existing district
heating network from cogeneration with biomass share.
Water heating is also supported by solar thermal collectors.

Location
■ Düsseldorf-Benrath, Josef-Maria-Olbrich-Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2014
■ 65 housing units, of which 12 are publicly subsidised
■ Four five- to six-storey apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via district heating,
■ Support by solar thermal energy with approx.
200 m² of collector surface
Project partners
■ Rheinwohnungsbau GmbH, Düsseldorf
■ HGMB Architekten GmbH + Co. KG, Düsseldorf
■ Wortmann & Scheerer, Bochum
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Düsseldorf-Quellenbusch Climate Protection estate
QBUS cooperative building project
Location
“Am Quellenbusch“ residential development is located close
to the historic centre of Gerresheim, about 5 km east of
Düsseldorf city centre. Infrastructure and public transport
links are good. With the re-natured Pillebach stream and
Grafenberg Forest, there are attractive green zones in the
immediate vicinity.
The “Living with Children“ association already completed
a first housing project in Düsseldorf in 1995. This second
residential project, called „QBUS“, builds on the previous
form of communal living, appealing to parents and children
alike, and allows residents to grow up and grow old together
in an active, self-determined social context and at affordable
prices. The 25 families involved planned and built the project
together as a civil law partnership.
Urban planning/architecture
Due to the orientation of the site, a long four-storey structure
and a shorter three-storey structure were each built with an
east-west orientation. A community centre with basement
rooms was also built. There are 27 private apartments and
a small guest apartment with a total living space of approximately 3,100 m². The community centre has a total area of
125 m² and comprises a central function room with kitchen,
a music room and a room exclusively for the young people.
Approximately 100 bicycle stands were provided. In the
underground garage there are the mandatory car parking
spaces, but also power outlets for electric vehicles.

Energy concept
All three buildings have been constructed to the passive
house standard. Heat is provided by a central wood pellet
system in combination with a solar thermal system. Domestic
hot water is provided by drinking water stations in the apartments. The roof surfaces are extensively greened.
A photovoltaic system with approximately 40 kWp output has
been installed on parts of the green roof.

Location
■ Düsseldorf-Gerresheim, Hallesche Str. / Merseburger Str.
Project features
■ Completed in 2013
■ 27 housing units in two apartment blocks and a
community house
■ Heat energy demand: Passive house standard
(max. 15 kWh / m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via central wood pellet heating
system with solar thermal support
■ Solar thermal system with 50m2 of tube collectors
■ ■Photovoltaic system rated 40 kWp
Project partners
■ QBUS GbR building cooperative, Düsseldorf
■ Verein Wohnen mit Kindern e.V., Düsseldorf
■ Architekturbüro werk.um, Darmstadt
■ Generalplaner Reppco, Kleve
■ Fuhrmann + Keuthen PartG mbB, Kleve
■ Project coordinator: iPek Institut, Cologne
■ City of Düsseldorf
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Essen, Dilldorfer Höhe Climate Protection estate
Conversion in the south of Essen
Location
The “Dilldorfer Höhe“ estate was built on the site of a former
army barracks close to Lake Baldeney. In 1995, Allbau GmbH
acquired the site that had been home to the „Ruhrland
Barracks“ until 1994. In the late 1990s, an urban planning
competition was held, focussing on the development of a
new and attractive residential quarter on the former military
site. The overall project includes about 750 housing units in
a variety of building shapes and sizes, as well as a play park
the size of five football pitches.
A bus route links the estate to the district of Kupferdreh over
a kilometre away, which has a train station and local amenities.
Urban planning/architecture
The Climate Protectionestate is part of this large development scheme and consists of 68 housing units. Eight apartment blocks were built, providing a total of 51 apartments,
as well as 17 terraced and semi-detached houses. The
apartment blocks have basements, and an underground
car park was constructed in the area between the blocks.
The apartments have wheelchair-free access thanks to
elevators that travel down to the underground car park. A
varied mix of apartments with 60 - 120 m² of living space is
offered. The ground floor apartments have tenant gardens.
Energy concept
All buildings meet at least the three-litre standard. Three
of the apartment blocks were built to the passive house
standard. The apartment blocks each have central ventilation systems with heat recovery. They are supplied with
heat via central ground source heat pumps. Solar thermal

systems are installed to support water heating. Ventilation
systems with heat recovery are also installed in the semi-detached and terraced houses. Heating and hot water
are provided by gas condensing boilers with solar thermal
support. PV systems with an output of approximately
36 kWp are installed on the roofs of the passive-house-standard apartment blocks.

Location
■ Essen-Kupferdreh, Grunsbeckhof und Am Wieselbach
Project features
■ Completed in 2013
■ 68 housing units in apartment blocks, semi-detached
and terraced houses
■ Three-litre standard (max. 35 kWh/m²a),
21 apartments to passive house standard
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Approx. 250 m² of solar thermal and photovoltaic
systems with a total output of 36 kWp
■ Heating and hot water partly via heat pumps, partly
via gas
Project partners
■ Allbau GmbH, Essen
■ Druschke und Grosser Architektur, Duisburg
■ Ingenieurbüro PBA-Weiss, Gelsenkirchen
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Geilenkirchen Climate Protection estate
District centre built to passive house standard
Location
The district of Bauchem is part of Geilenkirchen town
centre and has around 3,000 inhabitants. The Climate
Protection estate is largely surrounded by two- to four-storey residential buildings and enjoys good local facilities
and public transport links. In addition to the former church
property, the site also includes the adjoining property to
the west, where an older kindergarten was replaced by a
new building. A footpath runs between the two properties.
There is a convenience store on the adjacent property to
the north.
Urban planning/architecture
Since the Catholic Church of St. Joseph could not be
retained on the site, it was replaced by a district centre with
rental and owner-occupied apartments built to barrier-free
standards, a day care centre, a neighbourhood meeting
place with outdoor catering, stores, a meeting room for all
Bauchem residents, and a sacred space. The estate was
created in two sections. On the ground floor, the western
section includes an outpatient care service, day care, and
the neighbourhood centre with sacred space. The first
and second floors are given over to rental apartments. The
eastern section is made up exclusively of apartments. The
existing footpath between the two sections was retained
and expanded to create a square. The apartments are
accessed via arcades and an elevator. Car access is to the
north, where the requisite parking spaces are also located.
Energy concept
The buildings have been constructed to passive house

standard featuring ventilation systems with heat recovery.
Separate ventilation systems were installed for the day
care facility, outpatient care service and neighbourhood
meeting place respectively. The apartments also have
individual systems. Heating is provided by a heat pump
with geothermal probes for each construction phase. The
underfloor heating systems and the fresh water stations
are supplied from buffer tanks. A photovoltaic system with
battery storage supplements the energy concept. The electricity it generates is used for the heat pumps and general
electricity.

Location
■ Geilenkirchen-Bauchem, Im Gang
Project features
■ Completed in summer 2020
■ 54 rental apartments, care centre and shops
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via brine-to-water heat pumps
■ 59 kWp photovoltaic system with 52 kWh battery
storage
Project partners
■ City of Geilenkirchen
■ Franziskusheim gGmbH, Geilenkirchen
■ Architekturbüro Viethen, Erkelenz
■ Sommer Passivhaus GmbH, Erkelenz
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Geldern Climate Protection estate
Transformation from freight station to attractive residential area
Location
The Geldern Climate Protection estate was created as part
of the large Nierspark development area southwest of the
town centre. Here, a former freight station with a total area
of 44 hectares has been being converted to extend the city
centre for housing, services and infrastructure facilities.
The area has very good infrastructure. The train station, city
centre, schools, shops, etc. are within walking distance.
Urban planning/architecture
The area of the Climate Protection estate comprises 54
housing units and consists of detached single-family and
semi-detached houses and three apartment blocks. The
apartment blocks lie along the main access road, about
half of the other properties lie on a spur road leading off
the main road (Netteweg), the other half are accessed from
Netteweg via smaller residential roads. Different design
guidelines have been established for these three subareas.
Energy concept
Die Energy concepte für die einzelnen Gebäude wurden
individuell erstellt. Um örtliche Architekten und Handwerker zum Beispiel mit dem Thema „Passivhaus“ näher
vertraut zu machen, wurde eine Qualitätsoffensive durchgeführt, die unter anderem Seminare und Workshops
umfasste.

Location
■ Geldern, Nierspark development area
Project features
■ Completed in summer 2020
■ 54 housing units
■ Three apartment blocks, 27 detached and semi-detached houses (some with 2 apartments)
■ The energy requirements are met individually
Project partners
■ City of Geldern
■ Stadt Land Fluss, Bonn
■ Dr. Grauthoff Unternehmensberatung für Energie
und Umwelt), Dinslaken
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Gelsenkirchen Climate Protection estate
Publicly subsidised housing in Ückendorf
Location
The Climate Protectionresidential estate lies on Rheinelbestraße, west of Gelsenkirchen Science Park. The design
emerged from an urban planning workshop „Revitalisation
of Bochumer Straße“, which aimed to identify possibilities
for extensive improvement of the urban planning situation.
Urban planning/architecture
As part of its social housing programme, the city of Gelsenkirchen has developed a total of 56 one- to three-room apartments on this Climate Protection estate. The apartments
are sized between 45 m² and 82 m² and are spread over four
four-storey buildings, all of which have full basements. The
ground floor areas and all apartments are built to barrier-free
standards. The total living space is just under 4,000 m². A
pathway that runs east-west connects the existing residential
areas with the Science Park. The outdoor areas are used as
playgrounds and for recreational purposes. A parking space is
also provided for each apartment.
Energy concept
The buildings have been constructed to the passive house
standard and each apartment has a decentralised ventilation system with heat recovery. Heat is supplied centrally
using gas condensing technology and solar thermal energy.
A buffer tank in the basement is primarily heated by the
solar collectors arranged on the roof of each building. The
buffer tank is reheated by a gas condensing boiler. One
pipe brings the heat into each building where it is piped
to a transfer station located in each apartment for further
distribution. These transfer stations reheat the supply air
into each of the apartments, an additional radiator in the
bathroom is heated and hot water is heated on demand

by an instantaneous water heater. Particularly economical
pumps and fans were used to further save energy. The
roofs of three buildings are used for photovoltaic systems.

Location
■ Gelsenkirchen-Ückendorf, Rheinelbestraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2012
■ 56 rental apartments
■ Four four-storey apartment blocks with a total living
space of approx. 4,000 m²
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Central gas condensing boiler with solar thermal support (25 m² collector surface), decentralised water
heating in the apartments
■ Photovoltaic systems with an output of 50 kWp
Project partners
■ Bauherr: patrimonio GmbH, Münster
■ Mohr Architekten, Münster
■ Merker AG, Sendenhorst
■ Nees+Otten GmbH, Münster
■ Kötter Consulting Engineers, Rheine
■ City of Gelsenkirchen
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Greven, Emsterrassen Climate Protection estate
Climate-neutral residential buildings
Location
Greven Emsterrassen Climate Protection estate is located
in the new „Östliche Emsterrassen“ development area west
of the town centre and benefits from good transport links.
Schools, a shopping centre and other local amenities are
within walking distance. The property was formerly a 5,100
m² industrial wasteland.
Urban planning/architecture
The development consists of four apartment blocks grouped around a “centre“ in the form of a communicating outdoor space. The result is a cohesive complex with a total of
58 apartments built to barrier-free standards and a shared
underground car park. The buildings were constructed with
two to three storeys.
The living space covers a total of 4,200 m² and is divided
into 50 - 80 m² apartments. Access to the buildings is partly via enclosed staircases and partly via arcades. For the facades, facing masonry was chosen for the lower floors and
a composite thermal insulation system for the top floor.
Energy concept
The buildings were constructed to the passive house standard. Decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery
are installed in each of the apartments. All heating and hot
water is provided centrally by three heat pumps, which cover the low-temperature range but also heat the hot water
to much higher temperatures. The geothermal probe field
is located underneath the site.

The flat roofs are fully equipped with PV systems with a
total output of 135.25 kWp, making the estate‘s heat supply
climate-neutral.

Location
■ Greven, Philipp-Manz-Straße, Friedrich-Ebert-Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2015
■ 58 rental apartments
■ Four two- to three-storey apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard
(max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Apartment ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water supplied from a geothermal
heat pump system
■ Photovoltaic systems with an output of 135.25 kWp
Project partners
■ Town of Greven
■ RICHTER WOHNBAU, Greven
■ Hillebrand + Welp Architekten, Greven
■ GebäudeEnergieBeratung Schulte-Austum
■ IfEM Ingenieurbüro für EnergieManagement
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Greven-Wöste Climate Protection estate
Innovative solutions in a rural setting
Location
“Wöste“ development area is situated around 1 km
southeast of the town centre and enjoys good transport
links. Schools and shopping facilities are located nearby.
Upon completion, the area will provide approximately 550 700 housing units and 37% will be green spaces. The former
course of the Rönne stream runs through the area and is
used for rainwater retention and infiltration.
Urban planning/architecture
The whole area was divided into square clusters based on
the urban development plan. The Climate Protectionestate
comprises two clusters for the housing development and
one cluster for a kindergarten. The housing development
consists of 21 detached, semi-detached and terraced
houses. Access is from the outside of the clusters, so that
the interior remains largely car-free and a local square has
been created in each cluster.
The kindergarten is a single-storey round structure with
760 m2 of usable space. An important design element is the
arrangement of the group rooms around a central piazza
with a glass roof. The kindergarten accommodates three
groups for children between two and six years and one
remedial group.
Energy concept
The residential buildings face south-west and meet the
passive house standard. They have decentralised ventilation
systems with heat recovery. Heating and hot water are provided by compact units with a heat pump. Each building has a
photovoltaic system rated 5 - 6 kWp.
The kindergarten was built to the three-litre standard and

also has a ventilation system with heat recovery. A CHP unit
with a Stirling engine and an additional gas boiler are used
for energy supply. A photovoltaic system with an output of
45 kWp supplements the energy concept.

Location
■ Greven, ”Wöste“ development area, Blaufärberstraße,
Töpferweg
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 21 detached, semi-detached and terraced houses and
a four-group kindergarten
■ Heat energy demand of residential buildings: passive
house standard (max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Heat energy demand of kindergarten: three-litre standard (max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery (all buildings)
■ Residential buildings: heating and hot water from
compact unit with heat pump
■ Kindergarten: CHP unit with Stirling engine and gas
condensing boiler
■ Photovoltaic systems with a total output of 165 kWp
Project partners
■ Town of Greven
■ Hillebrand + Welp Architekten BDA, Greven
■ Merker AG, Sendenhorst
■ Merker / Wimber GbR, Greven
■ ACASA Planen und Bauen GmbH, Greven
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Gütersloh Climate Protection estate
New housing estate with high design quality
Location
The project site lies to the west of Gütersloh centre, in the
Pavenstädt district. The Climate Protectionestate was developed as the first phase of a larger housing expansion on
the western outskirts of Gütersloh. Directly south of the site
are the community centre and the police station. Schools,
kindergartens and local amenities are within walking distance. Bus routes pass the area, travelling both north and
south. The town centre and all necessary amenities are just
a 10-15-minute bicycle ride away. In addition, the adjacent
landscape areas to the west and north, and especially Dalke
floodplain to the south, offer attractive recreational spaces.
Urban planning/architecture
The urban plan included traffic-calmed access and generous
green spaces with hollows for rainwater infiltration. The
concept for the estate envisaged different building forms
for different consumer groups, thus facilitating a social mix
of young families, singles and senior citizens. A total of 23
housing units were built on the site of the Climate Protectionestate in the form of semi-detached houses and detached
single-family homes.
The estate is bordered to the east and west by a green corridor. The private plots are enclosed by hedges. Additional design specifications in the development plan have regulated
the number of storeys, roof shapes, materials and colours.
To ensure the design quality of the buildings, the purchase
contracts included a corresponding agreement for advice
from the municipal authorities

Energy concept
The requirements were met individually. The owners were
advised by e & u energiebüro GmbH from Bielefeld, which
also undertook the application for subsidies and assisted
all parties involved in the construction project.

Location
■ Gütersloh-Pavenstädt, Friedrich-Greve-Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2018
■ 23 detached and semi-detached houses
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water supply partly by heat pumps,
partly by gas condensing boilers Photovoltaic systems
with a total output of approx. 100 kWp
Project partners
■ City of Gütersloh
■ Drees & Huesmann - Planer, Bielefeld
■ e & u energiebüro GmbH, Bielefeld
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Haltern am See Climate Protection estate
Energy-saving senior living project
Location
In the summer of 2013, the housing cooperative LiNa - Leben
in Nachbarschaft eG was founded by people of the 50+
generation, who wanted to create a housing project suitable for senior citizens. The goal was to enable people to live
independently in their own apartments built to barrier-free
standards for as long as possible. The central location of the
property, about 350 m from the town centre, offers very good
conditions for this in terms of shopping, medical care, sports
or cultural activities. Easily accessible public transport also
helps to preserve mobility. Moreover, Haltern also offers high
recreational value thanks to a nearby reservoir and the Hohe
Mark Nature Park, among other things.
Urban planning/architecture
The plot of the Climate Protection estate has a total area
of 3,100 m². The building is located in the front section.
Behind it is a publicly accessible generational playground.
Since the property slopes down from the street to the
southwest by 1.50 m, the building was partially built into
this slope. Arcades were created to barrier-free standards.
The housing mix consists of nine privately financed
apartments ranging from 52 - 90 m² and eleven subsidised
apartments ranging from 47 - 79 m². One apartment is
used as a common room and guest room. The staircase is
extensively glazed to provide excellent lighting and a view
into the garden. A variety of communication zones have
been provided in the access areas.
Energy concept
The building was built in massive construction to the passive
house standard. Energy is supplied by a wood pellet boiler and

a solar thermal system. The heat is transferred to the apartment stations via a two-pipe system. The apartments have
decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery.
In addition, a photovoltaic system is installed to fully offset
any CO2 emissions generated by heat production.

Location
■ Haltern am See, Hennewiger Weg
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ Cooperative project with 20 apartments
■ Three-storey apartment block
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Apartment ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water provided by wood pellet heating system with solar thermal support
■ Solar thermal with approx. 30 m² of collector surface
■ Photovoltaic system with an output of about 20 kWp
Project partners
■ LiNa - Leben in Nachbarschaft eG, Haltern
■ SCHMIDTplanung, Dorsten
■ STF Energy GmbH, Dülmen
■ Ernst, Haltern
■ Town of Haltern am See
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Hattingen-Südstadt Climate Protection estate
Sophisticated, high-energy renovation
Location
In Hattingen‘s Südstadt district, about 1 km south of the
town centre, the hwg cooperative owns around 1,000 apartments, which it has gradually modernised. The residential
area is characterised by a lot of open space with extensive
green areas. Numerous infrastructural facilities are within
walking distance.
The fifth construction phase, built as an Climate Protectionestate, formerly consisted of 75 apartments with about
4,000 m² of living space distributed over seven rows of buildings. The existing buildings dating from 1953 - 1955 were
in urgent need of modernisation, both in terms of energy
efficiency and floor plan design.
The existing buildings are constructed of plastered masonry and were only partially insulated. The attics were not
developed. Before the renovation, heating was provided
partly by gas central heating systems, partly by night storage
heaters.
Urban planning/architecture
IIn the course of modernisation, seven new housing units were
created by converting the attics. To achieve this, two different
types of new roof were created. Some of the buildings include
maisonettes, in which the dormers extend over two floors.
Some former three-bedroom apartments were converted
into two-bedroom apartments. Following the refurbishment,
a total of 82 apartments with 5,800 m² of living space are
available. The apartments are luxuriously appointed and each
has a balcony or terrac

Energy concept
Comprehensive insulation measures with exterior wall
insulation, new windows with triple glazing and basement
ceiling insulation reduced the heat energy demand to
approximately 20 kWh/m²a. Central apartment ventilation
systems with heat recovery were also installed. Heating and
hot water are provided centrally by gas condensing boilers.

Location
■ Hattingen-Südstadt, Schillerstraße, Uhlandstraße,
Raabestraße
Project features
■ Renovation completed in 2014
■ 75 housing units before renovation, 82 housing units
after renovation (attic conversion)
■ Apartment block, two-storey + attic, seven rows of
buildings, pre renovation approx. 4,000 m², post
renovation 5,800 m²
■ Heat energy demand: approx. 20 kWh/m²a
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via central gas condensing
boiler
Project partners
■ Hattinger Wohnungsgenossenschaft hwg eG
■ Ingenieurbüro Wortmann & Scheerer, Bochum
■ Town of Hattingen
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Hennef Climate Protection estate
New development area on the river Sieg
Location
The Hennef Climate Protection estate was built about 2 km
northeast of the town centre, as part of the “Im Siegbogen“
development area. The area has a suburban train link and
well-developed infrastructure with schools, kindergartens and
local amenities within walking distance. There are cycling and
hiking trails on the nearby Sieg floodplain.
Urban planning/architecture
The „Eight Courts“ subarea is the result of a competition
and refers to the historic courtyard complexes. Two of
these „courtyards“ form the site of the Climate Protectionestate, where a total of 20 semi-detached houses have
been built.
Energy concept
The buildings were constructed to the three-litre standard
with ventilation systems with heat recovery. Heating and
hot water are provided for the most part by gas condensing
boilers. Two home owners opted for heat pumps. Each
house has a photovoltaic system.

Location
Hennef, ”Im Siegbogen“ development area between
Clemens-Brentano- and Hans-Christian-Andersen-Straße

■

Project features
■ Completed in 2015
■ 20 semi-detached houses
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water provided mostly by gas condensing boilers
■ Photovoltaic systems with a total output of approx.
60 kWp
Project partners
■ PROTEC Verwaltungs GmbH, Troisdorf
■ Stadt Hennef
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Hürth Climate Protection estate
One of the largest passive house projects in Germany
Location
The Hürth Climate Protection estate is located on Luxemburger Strasse in the Efferen district, directly on the border with
the city of Cologne. The No. 18 tram runs past the rear of the
property, travelling from Cologne via Hürth and Brühl to Bonn.
The project comprises 312 private apartments for students.
The location of the estate is very attractive for students, being
only about 3 km from the University of Cologne.
Urban planning/architecture
The newbuild consists of an elongated block of seven buildings, which are four-storey buildings with a penthouse floor.
The apartments have a living space of 23-48 m² and can be
combined into larger units if required. Each apartment has
a balcony, and the ground-floor apartments each have their
own garden area. The penthouse floors have spacious roof
terraces. Three of the buildings have been built to barrier-free
standards and all buildings have elevators. Communal areas
are provided in the middle building for uses such as laundry,
bike workshop, lounge area, internet and kiosk/catering.
Energy concept
The buildings have been designed to the passive house
standard which is why the exterior walls were provided with
a composite thermal insulation system. The balconies are
thermally decoupled and the underground car park is outside the thermal envelope. The windows have triple glazing.
The sliding elements in front of the balconies protect from
sun and noise. Each building is equipped with a central ventilation system with heat recovery. The fresh air is preheated
by a geothermal heat exchanger. The residual heat demand
for the supply air and the hot water is covered by district
heating, supported by solar thermal collectors.

Location
■ Hürth-Efferen, Luxemburger Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2013
■ Newbuild of 312 student apartments
■ Four-storey apartment block with penthouse floor,
seven buildings with a total living space of approx.
10,000 m²
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery,
preheating by geothermal heat exchanger
■ Supply air heating and decentralised hot water
heating in the apartments by district heat and solar
thermal plants
Project partners
■ Bernd Reiter Group, Cologne
■ Sommer Passivhaus GmbH, Erkelenz
■ Town of Hürth
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Jülich Climate Protection estate
Model for an energy-efficient nursing home
Location
The Climate Protection estate is centrally located in the
town, directly opposite the train station. Infrastructure
facilities and green areas are available nearby. A bus route
connects to other parts of the town. A senior citizens‘ home
with 80 nursing places and 19 day care places was built on
the site. The associated parking spaces are located directly
next to the access road. An apartment block with 16 barrier-free apartments had already been built by Kreativ Bauen
& Wohnen GmbH in 2014 on the adjacent property to the
northwest. This facilitates the transition between different
types of housing and living arrangements for the older residents (their own apartment, day care, nursing home).
Urban planning/architecture
The building was built in solid construction and insulated with mineral wool. At 28 kWh/ m²a, the heat energy
demand is between that of a passive house and that of
a three-litre house. Ventilation is provided by exhaust air
systems in the interior WCs and decentralised ventilation
units with heat recovery in the nursing care rooms. Heat
is generated by a combined heat and power unit and a
gas-fired peak-load boiler, and a buffer tank has been
installed for hot water. A drinking-water ultrafiltration unit
ensures that the domestic hot water is germ-free. This
system reduces line losses, as a drinking water temperature of 45 °C is sufficient. Additionally, PV units have been
installed over large areas of the roofs (approx. 150 kWp).
Energy concept
The nursing home consists of three wings enclosing an
inner courtyard. The two outer wings are connected by a
transparent stair tower delimiting the courtyard to the north.

The entrance is located in the central part of the building,
which faces southwards onto the street. Since the land falls
away towards the north, some areas of the building, such as
the day care centre, were arranged in the basement. Some
parts of the building have three storeys and some two plus a
penthouse floor. The gable roof is not extended and ties the
building in with the design of the surrounding development.
The total of 80 nursing rooms are arranged on the ground
floor and on the first and second floors in groups of around
ten rooms each. The ground floor also houses the administrative area and a cafeteria.

Location
■ Jülich, Bahnhofstraße
Project features
■ Completed in summer 2020
■ Three-storey nursing home with 80 nursing places
■ Heat energy demand: 28 kWh/m²a
■ Partly decentralised ventilation systems with heat
recovery
■ Heating and hot water: CHP unit and gas peak-load
boiler
■ Power generation by CHP unit
Project partners
■ Town of Jülich
■ Kreativ Bauen & Wohnen GmbH, Schermbeck
■ eling architekten, Wesel
■ IBN Passivhaus-Technik, Cologne
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Kleve, Richard-Van-de-Loo-Straße Climate Protection estate
Apartments to passive house standard for all generations
Location
The Climate Protection estate is located southwest of Kleve
centre, about 2 km from the train station. Bus stops, schools,
kindergartens and other public amenities are within walking
distance. Emergency housing had been built here in the early
1950s but this was now beyond renovation. GEWOGE, the
owner of the existing buildings, took the opportunity to build
a completely new quarter here with 94 apartments and an
office building
Urban planning/architecture
The buildings were grouped around a green central space.
The new estate is accessed from the east and from the
southwest. An underground car park has been built under
the area northwest of the street. Two different types of
apartment block have been built, as well as eight terraced
houses and one office building. The two buildings on the
east and west corners are intended for the so-called „New
Age,“ for younger seniors who want to live alone or in pairs.
The other apartment blocks each comprise 22 apartments
for younger singles and, e.g. for single parents with one
child. Each has one apartment suitable for wheelchair
users. In the southeastern area, eight terraced houses were
built with families in mind. All apartments have storage
rooms inside the apartments and barrier-free bathrooms.
A shared apartment was set up on the ground floor of one
of the apartment blocks. The office building is located in
the southern part of the site and this is where GEWOGE
housing association has its administration department.

Energy concept
All buildings are constructed to the passive house
standard. Ventilation systems with more than 90% heat
recovery have been installed in the apartments. The heat
is supplied by a local heating system with a pellet boiler.

Location
■ Kleve, Richard-van-de-Loo-Straße
Project features
■ Completed in summer 2018
■ 94 rental apartments and one office building
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard
■ (max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via a local heating network with
central wood pellet heating system
■ 11 kWp photovoltaic system with battery storage
Project partners
■ Town of Kleve
■ GEWOGE Wohnungsgesellschaft mbH, Kleve
■ REPPCO Architekten, Kleve
■ fuhrmann + keuthen beratende ingenieure partG
mbB, Kleve
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Kleve, Climate Protection estate, student residence
Canal-side living
Location
In conjunction with the new construction of the Rhine-Waal
University of Applied Sciences in Kleve, Düsseldorf Student
Union has built a student residence on Briener Straße. The
property is located about 1 km north of the town centre. It lies
immediately next to the Spoy Canal, opposite the university
buildings. A pedestrian bridge over the canal provides access to
the campus. Its position next to the canal also offers living and
recreational advantages.
Urban planning/architecture
The new building consists of two structural bodies. The
first is four-storey and extends along the canal. The second
building is almost square and has five floors. The structures are located at a 90-degree angle to each other and are
connected by a glazed corridor. In addition to parking spaces
for cars and bicycles, the outdoor area offers open areas and
generous green spaces. The development now provides a total of 102 housing units with 2,633 m² of living space for 115
residents. The buildings were constructed using a modular
design, allowing for one- or two-bedroom to five-bedroom
apartments. All apartments have their own bathrooms and
kitchens and, in the case of multi-bedroom apartments,
their own communal dining area. In addition, several general
meeting and lounge areas are available on each floor.
Energy concept
The buildings are built to the passive house standard with a
composite thermal insulation system and have composite
windows with triple glazing and solar protection blinds in the
space between the panes. The apartments have underfloor
heating supplied by a heat pump. Two central systems were
installed for ventilation with heat recovery. Hot water is provi-

ded by electric instantaneous water heaters for each apartment. Photovoltaic systems with an output of approximately
40 kWp have been installed on the flat roofs of the buildings.

Location
■ Kleve, Briener Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2014
■ New construction of a student residence
■ 102 apartments for 115 students in 1- to 5-person
apartments
■ 2 building structures with four and five full storeys
respectively divided into three „houses“ with separate
entrances
■ Passive house standard (max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Central heat pump for underfloor heating, electronic
instantaneous water heaters for hot water
■ Photovoltaic systems with a total output of approx.
■ 40 kWp
Project partners
■ Düsseldorf Student Union
■ Tchoban Voss Architekten GmbH
■ Architekturbüro Hülsmann & Thieme, Kleve
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Cologne-Porz Climate Protection estate
Heating with solar ice storage system
Location
The Climate Protection estate is located 10 km southeast of
Cologne city centre, directly south of Porz Hospital. Elderly-friendly apartments were built with emergency call and
service facilities, with the option of care in one‘s own home.
In addition to the hospital, a retirement home, kindergartens
and various schools are also close by. The tram and suburban train station are only a few 100 m away. Porz district
centre with all necessary infrastructure facilities is also
within walking distance.
Urban planning/architecture
A total of 112 apartments with approximately 7,500 m² of
living space have been created in four separate buildings,
each with four storeys and a penthouse floor. To meet the
needs of all generations, a mix of apartment sizes was created, ranging from one-bedroom apartments with 46 m2 to
spacious three-bedroom apartments with up to 116 m². All
apartments have been built to barrier-free standards. The
entrance comprises an atrium as a foyer, which also serves
for communication between the residents.
Energy concept
The buildings are of solid construction with composite
thermal insulation system and triple glazing and have central
ventilation systems with heat recovery. This allows the buildings to meet the three-litre standard. Heating and hot water
are provided by heat pumps and solar absorbers in combination with a central solar ice storage system (see photo on
right). The temperature of the water in the 1,200 m³ storage
tank is usually close to ground temperature, so no insulation
is required. The heat pump then raises the temperature to a
supply temperature of 30-55 °C, depending on the seasonally

varying heat demand for heating and hot water. The heat
extracted from the storage tank is replaced by means of solar
absorbers. In spring, solar heat is no longer stored in the tank,
so the tank freezes. In summer, this cold can be delivered
directly via the heat exchangers to the underfloor heating and
thus used for cooling purposes. The solar heat is used directly
for water heating in summer. Heating is provided by underfloor heating. Hot water is provided by individual apartment
stations.

Location
■ Köln-Porz, Urbacher Weg
Project features
■ Completed in 2013
■ Four apartment blocks with 112 rental apartments
■ Four-storey apartment block with penthouse floor
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heat pump and solar absorber per building in combination with a central solar ice storage system
Project partners
■ Vivawest Wohnen GmbH, Gelsenkirchen
■ Wittkowski & Partner architectural bureau, Cologne
■ PBS & Partner, Erkrath
■ City of Cologne
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Cologne, Climate Protection Stegerwald estate
Large project: Refurbishment with smart energy concept
Location
The Stegerwald estate is located in the Mülheim district of
Cologne on the right bank of the Rhine, directly northeast of
Cologne Exhibition Centre. It is about 3.5 km from the city
centre. Buses and trams, schools, kindergartens and local
amenities are all within a short walking distance.
Urban planning/architecture
The Climate Protection estate consists of a total of 16
buildings, most of which are four-storey buildings. They
date from the 1950s and, prior to renovation, comprised
594 rental apartments with 33,500 m² of living space. As
part of the renovation, eleven buildings received a new attic
floor. This created 95 more apartments with 5.000 m² of
living space. Front-facing balconies and elevators as well
as the redesign of the open spaces further enhance the
residential value.
Energy concept
As part of a comprehensive energy refurbishment the
facades, basement ceilings and some of the top floor
ceilings were insulated. Most of the buildings have new
windows with triple glazing. The heat supply for heating
and hot water was converted from central gas-fired
heating systems and gas-fired floor heating boilers to
district heating and heat pumps. The roofs are extensively
covered with photovoltaic systems with a total output
of 968 kWp. The use of battery storage in conjunction
with an estate management system means that much of
the electricity generated via photovoltaics can be made
available to the estate for the heat pumps, for charging
electric vehicles and as low-cost tenant electricity.

Residents have the option to use smart meters to monitor
their individual energy consumption and the current price
of electricity.

Location
■ Cologne-Mülheim “Stegerwaldsiedlung“
Project features
■ Completed in 2019
■ 594 rental apartments prior to renovation, 689 after
renovation
■ 16 apartment blocks
■ Insulation of facades, basement ceilings, top floor
ceilings, new windows with triple glazing
■ Heating and hot water provided by district heating
system and air-to-water heat pumps
■ Photovoltaic systems with 968 kWp and battery
storage
Project partners
■ Deutsche Wohnungsgesellschaft mbH, Cologne
■ RheinEnergie AG, Cologne
■ Nattmann Architekten, Bergisch Gladbach
■ City of Cologne
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Cologne-Westhoven Climate Protection estate
Heating with renewable energies
Location
In the Cologne district of Westhoven, about 7 km southeast
of the city centre, lies the so-called „Vogelsiedlung“ (bird
estate). After the war, rudimentary apartments were built in
this residential area and these were then gradually replaced
by contemporary new buildings. The site of the Climate
Protection estate on Amselstrasse is situated close to the
tramline. The Rhine is also within walking distance. Kindergartens, schools and local amenities are available nearby.
Urban planning/architecture
Six angular buildings were constructed on the site, with the
main facades facing southwest and southeast, so that most
of the living spaces are facing the sun.
Green corridors, in which the existing trees have been preserved, run between the identical building structures. The
houses are three-storeyed with penthouse floors and each
comprises 14 apartments with 60 - 105 m² of living space.
Each of the total 84 apartments has a terrace or balcony.
There are roof terraces on the penthouse floors. The floor
plans are characterised, among other things, by open
kitchens and barrier-free access via elevators.
In addition, one ground floor apartment has been designed
for wheelchair users. Two underground car parks connect
three buildings each, providing parking for cars and bicycles. The apartment layouts were designed to meet the
needs of seniors, couples and young families.

Energy concept
The buildings are built to the three-litre standard and have
central ventilation systems with heat recovery. Solar thermal
systems with a total collector surface area of 230 m² were installed on the flat roofs of four of the six buildings. This should
cover 60% of the hot water and 10% of the heat energy
demand. In addition, two wood pellet boilers with an output of
40 kW each are used for heat generation. The heat is distributed to the apartments via a two-pipe network.

Location
■ Köln-Westhoven, Amselstraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2016
■ 84 rental apartments
■ Six three-storey apartment blocks with penthouse
floor
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Central wood pellet heating systems with solar thermal support
■ Solar thermal system with 230 m² of collector surface
Project partners
■ GEWOG Porz Wohnungsbaugenossenschaft, Cologne
■ Düchting Euler Architekten GbR, Cologne
■ Ingenieurbüro Ortjohann, Cologne
■ Peter Zeiler + Partner, Frechen
■ City of Cologne
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Cologne-Rodenkirchen Climate Protection estate
Multigenerational living
Location
The Rodenkirchen district is located about 10 km south of
the city centre. It is a sought-after residential area with mature infrastructure. A new residential area is being developed
on a site of approximately 70 hectares. The Climate Protection estate lies along the main access road that runs through
the area in the north-south direction. Since this district
already offers a wide range of inclusive services in the form
of the Michaelshoven social welfare organisation, counselling services and sports clubs, it is particularly suitable as a
location for inclusive living.
Urban planning/architecture
Two apartment blocks, with about 20 apartments each, were
built as an Climate Protection estate. In the first multigenerational house, the ground-floor apartments were created as
part of a publicly subsidised housing scheme and are completely barrier-free. The staircase is generously proportioned
to create meeting spaces outside the apartments. Three
large four-bedroom apartments, four single apartments, six
apartments for single parents and six conventional two-bedroom apartments have been created. In addition, there is a
common area with café and guest room on the ground floor.
This is operated by a residents‘ association. The second
building was similarly configured. The stationary vehicles will
be accommodated in an underground car park shared by
both buildings.

Energy concept
The project was developed as part of the “SmartCity
Cologne“ initiative, which has been ongoing since 2012 as a
joint initiative between the city of Cologne and Rheinenergie. Rheinenergie has installed a local heating network, for
which a heating plant was built featuring a small-scale CHP
system and two gas boilers. The CHP system generates
approximately 60 % of the required heat and is operated
with biomethane. The buildings of the Climate Protection
estate have been built to the passive house standard with
ventilation systems with heat recovery. The flat roofs of the
buildings are completely covered with PV panels.

Location
■ Köln-Rodenkirchen, Sürther Feldallee
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ New-build of 43 apartments in two apartment blockspassive house standard (max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via local heating network with
biomethane CHP and gas boiler
■ Photovoltaic systems
Project partners
■ Investor: Property companies: Marcel Schürgers, Selfkant
■ IMMO-Mehrgenerationenwohnen UG, Cologne
■ Casa Soretha e.V., Cologne
■ RheinEnergie AG, Cologne
■ Renate Häck, architect, Cologne
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Cologne-Widdersdorf Climate Protection estate
Cooperative living
Location
The site of the housing estate lies within the large Prima
Colonia development in Widdersdorf district, about 8 km
west of Cologne city centre. A new access road runs from
the north in an arc through the new area towards the west
and also links the newly created infrastructure, with shops,
restaurants, health centre, school and kindergartens. The
Climate Protection estate is located in the northern part of
the area, thus forming the entrance to the construction area.
In homage to the historic courtyards, it has been designed
as a residential complex with a central courtyard. The Climate Protection estate has been built by a user cooperative.
The multigenerational housing complex provides homes for
individuals and families on different levels of income.
Urban planning/architecture
A total of 76 apartments have been built in the residential
complex. In addition, some commercial spaces, such as offices, childcare, guest rooms and studios were also planned.
The individual apartments are accessed via the large inner
courtyard. The upper apartments are accessed via a common walkway. The long facades are broken up by penthouse
floors and roof terraces.
Energy concept
The buildings are constructed to the passive house standard
and have ventilation systems with heat recovery. Two central
wood pellet boilers are used to supply heating and hot water.
Hot water is provided by fresh water stations in the apartments.

Location
Köln-Widdersdorf, Unter Linden

■

Project features
■ Completed in 2013
■ New construction in the form of a courtyard complex
with 76 apartments passive house standard
(max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via two wood pellet boilers
Project partners
■ Project developer: I.D.G. Immobilien-Dienstleistungs-Aktien Gesellschaft, Düsseldorf
■ Format Architektur, Cologne
■ VSU-Beratende Ingenieure, Herzogenrath
■ REPPCO GmbH, Kleve
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Lemgo Climate Protection estate
Student apartments close to campus
Location
The Climate Protection estate is located about 1.5 km
southwest of Lemgo‘s medieval town centre. Directly to
the south is the site of the Ostwestfalen-Lippe University
of Applied Sciences, the „Innovation Campus Lemgo“. The
high-quality design of the „Lüttfeld Research and Education Mile“ lines the route from the campus, which runs past
several vocational training facilities to the Lemgo-Lüttfeld
train stop. The estate is located directly on this „Education
Mile“. As well as the student houses on the northeastern
edge of the development, detached houses and apartment
blocks have also been built here.
Urban planning/architecture
The seven student houses each have 21 apartments with
approximately 27 m² of living space. Each house has a
common room in the basement. Because the terrain slopes
to the south, some of the buildings are built into the hillside,
so they appear to have two storeys facing north but three facing south. The building entrances are located on the middle
floor on the southwest side.
Energy concept
The houses meet both the passive house standard and
the KfW Efficiency House 40 Plus requirements. Heating is
provided by a district heating system. All roofs are covered
with photovoltaics, and corresponding battery storage has
been installed. Ventilation with heat recovery is decentralised in the apartments.

Location
■ Lemgo, Hansering
Project features
■ Completed in autumn 2019
■ 147 student apartments
■ Seven apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via district heating system
■ 34 kWp photovoltaic systems with battery storage
Project partners
■ Mikliß Baugeschäft Verwaltungs GmbH, Lemgo
■ Michael Aehling structural planning consultancy, Lemgo
■ Dipl.-Ing. Werner Landgraf, Detmold
■ Town of Lemgo
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Leverkusen-Opladen Climate Protection estate
”Neue Bahnstadt“ cooperative
Planning, building and living as a user cooperative
Location
In the Leverkusen district of Opladen, directly east of the
city centre, there is a 60-hectare development area on the
site of a large railway repair facility, which closed in 2003.
As part of an urban planning competition, a framework plan
was drawn up for the „Neue Bahnstadt Opladen“ (Opladen
New Railway Town), with a residential area in the northern
part and a commercial area to the south. Since the site is
located in the immediate vicinity of the train station and the
adjacent centre of Opladen, the infrastructure is very good.
Two new bridges for pedestrians and cyclists span the railway tracks, connecting the new area to the local centre. The
new Leverkusen Campus of Cologne University of Applied
Sciences sits between the residential and commercial areas.
The apartment blocks built as an Climate Protection estate
are located in the very northern part of the area.
Urban planning/architecture
Six apartment blocks with a total of 55 apartments have
been built for a user cooperative. The four western buildings,
which form a common inner courtyard, are accessed via this
courtyard, while the two eastern buildings are accessed from
the green corridor to the west. A shared underground car park
was built under the inner courtyard and generously covered
with soil so that trees could be planted. Common rooms were
provided in the centrally located house no. 3. A particular feature of this cooperative project is that the users were involved
in the planning from a very early stage. This resulted in many
different floor plans and this is reflected in the facade by the
different window arrangements. Each apartment is assigned a
terrace, balcony or a garden plot.

Energy concept
The buildings have been constructed to the passive house
standard. Heat is supplied via the local heating network of
Leverkusen municipal utility, which has a very favourable CO2
factor due to the use of biogas. Two heat transfer stations
were installed. Heating is partly provided by heating the supply air, while additional radiators are used in individual rooms.

Location
■ Leverkusen-Opladen, Neue Bahnstadt,
Adam-Riese-Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 55 apartments in six apartment blocks
■ Cooperative project
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via local heating with biogas
CHP and gas peak-load boiler
Project partners
■ Nutzergenossenschaft Neue Bahnstadt Opladen eG,
Leverkusen
■ neue bahnstadt opladen GmbH, Leverkusen
■ Immobilien Dienstleistungs Aktien Gesellschaft
(I.D.G.), Düsseldorf
■ Schaller / Theodor Architekten BDA, Cologne
■ REPPCO Architekten, Kleve
■ Fuhrmann + Keuthen PartG mbB, Kleve
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Leverkusen-Opladen, Climate Protection estate, student residence
Passive house close to campus
Location
In the „Neue Bahnstadt Opladen“ (Opladen New Railway
Town), which is being built on a 60-ha former industrial site, it is
planned to build a residential area in the north and a commercial area in the south. The new Leverkusen Campus of Cologne
University of Applied Sciences will be sited centrally between
these. In the immediate vicinity, a student residence has been
built as an Climate Protection estate.
Urban planning/architecture
The student house with 62 apartments is located next to
a historic water tower, east of the university campus. It
consists of a block running from west to east, comprising
three full storeys and a penthouse floor. The access zone
is located in the north behind a glazed facade. The apartments predominantly face south towards the quieter area.
To the west is a head building where the apartments are
west-facing. Storage rooms, for bicycles etc., are provided
on the ground floor of this head building. The underground
car park is accessed from the southwest. Daylight into the
apartments comes from the south and the north via the
access zone. The access zones are designed as arcades
with seating to encourage communication.
Energy concept
The building was constructed to the passive house standard.
The compact design and the south-facing orientation support
the building‘s energy concept. The underground garage is
located outside the thermal envelope and is naturally ventilated. Heat for heating and hot water is supplied by the existing
local heating network based on biogas. Ventilation is provided
by decentralised ventilation systems, which are controlled as
required as a function of CO2 and humidity. A photovoltaic

system with an output of 20 kWp supplements the energy
concept.

Location
■ Leverkusen-Opladen, Neue Bahnstadt,
Bahnstadtchaussee
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 62 student apartments
■ Three-storey apartment block
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via local heating with biogas
CHP and gas peak-load boiler
■ 20 kWp photovoltaic system
Project partners
■ City of Leverkusen
■ Cologne Student Union
■ neue bahnstadt opladen GmbH, Leverkusen
■ IBN Passivhaus-Technik, Cologne
■ HU MA N hussmann und macht | architektur | design
GbR, Cologne
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Lippstadt Climate Protection estate
Apartment blocks with heat pumps and photovoltaics
Location
To the north of the historic town centre of Lippstadt, a new
area has been developed which includes an Climate Protection estate. The estate forms the entrance to the new
housing development and is only 1,000 m away from the
old town. Kindergartens, schools and other amenities are
within walking distance. The area is bordered to the south
by mostly detached and terraced housing stock from the
1950s and 1960s. Public green spaces mark the northern
edge of the estate and the transition to the countryside.
A total of seven apartment blocks have been built in the
Climate Protection estate. The northern and southern rows
consist of a total of four three-storey apartment blocks,
with nine apartments each. In the central area, there are
three two-storey blocks housing four or five families.
Urban planning/architecture
The buildings of the Climate Protection estate were constructed by Gemeinnützige Wohnungsbaugesellschaft Lippstadt, a non-profit housing association, and other investors
and help to meet the high demand for affordable smaller
apartments. The nine apartment blocks each have two
three-room apartments (75 to 80 m²) and one two-room
apartment (55 m²) per floor. All apartments have been built
to barrier-free standards. The monopitch roofs slope to the
south and some are equipped with photovoltaic systems.
The two-storey apartment blocks in the middle were built to
a similar design.
Energy concept

All buildings have been constructed to the three-litre standard. Brine-to-water heat pumps and underfloor heating
systems were installed for heating and hot water supply.
Decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery are
installed.
Location
■ Lippstadt, Meyenbergstraße, Von-Are-Straße
Project features
■ Completed at the end of 2018
■ 48 rental apartments
■ 7 apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Distributed ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via brine-to-water heat pumps
■ Photovoltaic systems
Project partners
■ Town of Lippstadt
■ GWL Lippstadt
■ Ing.-Büro Ludewig, Lippstadt
■ Architekturbüro Schneider, Lippstadt
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Mönchengladbach-Eicken Climate Protection estate
Passive house standard in a vacant lot
Location
The Climate Protectionestate is located in the Eicken district, which borders the city centre and is linked by several
bus routes. Eicken market with local suppliers and doctors
is within easy walking distance and there is a discount store
close by. The site is a former commercial area. The new
building fills the empty space between buildings, creating a
cohesive streetscape.
Urban planning/architecture
The project consists of three apartment blocks, built as one
coherent complex. Each building has four floors and a basement. The buildings comprise a total of 30 rental apartments,
seven of which were financed privately and the rest with funds
from publicly subsidised housing. The apartments range in
size from 40 to 109 m². The total living space is just under
1,700 m². All houses were built to barrier-free standards.
Each apartment has a balcony or loggia.
Energy concept
The buildings have been constructed to the passive house
standard. To achieve this, the facades were partially fitted
with a 30 cm-thick composite thermal insulation system.
In some cases, rear-insulated facade panels were used. The
windows have triple glazing and external shading. A central
ventilation unit has been installed on the roof of each of the
three buildings. The airflow can be regulated in the apartments. Heating is provided by central gas condensing boilers
installed in the basement and support from solar thermal

systems. The heat supply for both heating and hot water is
provided by apartment transfer stations.

Location
■ Mönchengladbach-Eicken, Eickener Straße, Bröseweg
Project features
■ Completed in 2014
■ 30 rental apartments, some as subsidised housing
■ Three four-storey apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via central gas condensing
boiler
■ Solar thermal support with approx. 90 m² evacuated
tube collectors
Project partners
■ City of Mönchengladbach
■ Bdmp Architekten & Stadtplaner, Mönchengladbach
■ Sommer Passivhaus GmbH, Erkelenz
■ H. & J. Jessen Baugesellschaft mbH, Mönchengladbach
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Mönchengladbach-Neuwerk Climate Protection estate
Revival of a central residential area
Location
The site is located in the Neuwerk district of Mönchengladbach and is conveniently situated between the exits of two
motorways leading into the city centre. Public transport links
and local amenities are also good. The older housing dating
from the 1950s had been vacant for a long time and was
demolished.
Urban planning/architecture
The design was based on making the best possible use of the
site while preserving the existing trees. The three buildings
contain seven apartments per floor, with four apartments on
the penthouse floor. Each apartment has a terrace or balcony
facing the garden to the west. The buildings have a full basement. This not only accommodates 25 car parking spaces,
but also a bicycle room and individual tenant cellars. Each part
of the building has an elevator that runs down to the underground car park. As a result, all apartments are barrier-free. The
facades were designed with clinker brick on the bottom three
floors and plaster on the penthouse floor.
Energy concept
The buildings were built to the three-litre standard and have
underfloor heating. Heat is generated by an air-to-water heat
pump and an additional gas condensing boiler to raise the
temperature provided by the heat pump to the required hot
water temperature. A ventilation concept has been drawn
up whereby moisture protection is ensured by exhaust air
systems in the WCs. A PV system with an output of 21 kWp
has been installed on the flat roof. Charging points for electric
vehicles are provided in the basement.

Location
■ Mönchengladbach-Neuwerk, Neersbroicher Straße
Project features
■ Completed in 2019
■ 25 housing units
■ Three apartment blocks, 3-storey + penthouse floor
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Heating and hot water: air-to-water heat pump and
gas-fired peak-load boiler
■ Approx. 21 kWp photovoltaic system
Project partners
■ City of Mönchengladbach
■ bolzen + mehring architekten BDA, Mönchengladbach
■ Die Energieexperten, Aachen
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Monheim Climate Protection estate
Passive houses in the centre
Location
In the centre of Monheim, 36 passive-house-standard
terraced houses have been built on the site of a former
brewery on Biesenstrasse. This project took advantage of
the opportunity for redensification with little car traffic.
This has allowed family-friendly living in the centre and
climate-friendly construction.
Urban planning/architecture
The development consists of four parallel rows of terraced
houses, two of which face each other. Since the rows run in
a north-south direction, the living spaces of the buildings
face east and west. The floor plans are organised around a
transverse staircase, which allows for a very flexible room
layout. Parking is available between the middle terraces
in ground-level carports and in parking spaces below. The
residential roads are traffic-free.
Energy concept
The buildings were constructed as passive houses in solid
construction with up to 30 cm of insulation. Decentralised
passive-house compact units with exhaust air heat pumps are
used for heating and hot water. The supply air is kept frostfree via brine-to-earth heat exchangers. There are 4.6 m² of
flat plate collectors per house to support heat generation.

Location
■ Monheim, Wohnquartier „Alte Brauerei“, Biesenstraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2015
■ 36 terraced houses in four rows
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via passive house compact
units with solar thermal support
■ Solar thermal systems with 166 m² of collector
surface
Project partners
■ Town of Monheim
■ Imwest-Westdeutsche Immobiliengesellschaft mbH,
Legden
■ Krense architects, Cologne
■ Sommer Passivhaus GmbH, Erkelenz
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Münster, Dieckmannstraße Climate Protection estate
90% solar coverage rate
Location
The Gievenbeck district is located about 5 km west of the
city centre. It has seen strong growth in recent years and
the infrastructure has kept pace, so that there are shopping
facilities, schools, kindergartens, etc. within walking distance.
Bus routes connect the district with Münster city centre.

also uses the heat from the storage tank, thus helping to
achieve a solar thermal coverage rate of 90%. Hot water is
produced in the apartments via fresh water stations, and
space heating is provided by underfloor heating systems.
The residual heat demand of 10% is provided by one heat
pump for heating and one for hot water.

The site is located on Dieckmannstrasse, which runs northsouth through the development area. A cycle/foot path runs
along the back of the property.
Urban planning/architecture
A U-shaped development was built, open to the southeast.
The structure consists of five building sections, which are
three or four storeys high, some with penthouse floor. All the
corner structures are raised by the height of one and a half
storeys to give an unobstructed view at ground level. The
resulting spaces under the first floor of each of these corner
buildings will be used for bicycle parking and communal
areas.
A total of 34 private apartments have been created, each
with a balcony or roof terrace. The apartments are accessed
via four glazed staircases with elevators.
Energy concept
The buildings were constructed to the passive house standard with decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery. The heat supply is provided by a solar thermal system
with a collector surface area of approximately 350 m² in
conjunction with a 50 m³ long-term heat storage tank. This
storage tank with a diameter of 2.50 m and a height of 14
m was integrated into the building structure. A heat pump

Location
■ Münster-Gievenbeck, Dieckmannstraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2012
■ 34 private apartments in five blocks, three-storey with
penthouse floors
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water: 90% via solar thermal, heat
pump for peak load coverage, decentralised water
heating in the apartments
■ Solar thermal system with 350 m² of collector surface
and a 50,000 litre solar storage tank
Project partners
■ ajp Architekt Jörg Petzold, Münster
■ Die Solarhaus GmbH, Münster
■ Schüco International KG, Bielefeld
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Oberhausen Climate Protection estate
Plus Energy estate in subsidised housing development
Location
The development area in the north of Oberhausen is located
in a sought-after residential area in the district of Sterkrade.
Schmachtendorf village centre offers a functioning infrastructure with all necessary facilities and public transport within a
short walking distance. Development of the „Am Tüsselbeck/
Zum Steinacker“ site will be carried out in several construction phases, the first of which was built as an Climate Protection estate..
Urban planning/architecture
The building tranche consists of 20 semi-detached
houses and 24 apartments in four apartment blocks. All
44 housing units were built as publicly subsidised rental
housing. The design comprises a total of three house types,
two different sizes of semi-detached house and one type of
apartment block incorporating six housing units. The apartments in the blocks were all built to barrier-free standards,
some of them have wheelchair access. To facilitate intergenerational living, the floor plans are designed so that some
apartments could be combined. The living rooms all face
southwest, the kitchens and bathrooms northeast. The
houses have no basement. Each ground-floor apartment
is assigned a private garden, the apartments on the upper
floor have a spacious loggia.
Energy concept
All buildings have been built to the passive house standard.
Heating and hot water supply are provided by brine-to-water heat pumps on a house-by-house basis. These provide
heating by heating the supply air and via radiators in the
bathroom and living room. Large photovoltaic systems have
been installed on the southwest-sloping monopitch roofs and

on the southwest and southeast-facing surfaces of the tented
roofs. In terms of energy balance, this produced a Plus Energy
estate. Briefing sessions were held to familiarise the tenants
with the technology and use of the passive houses.

Location
■ Oberhausen-Sterkrade, Zum Steinacker
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 44 subsidised housing units in semi-detached houses
and apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via brine-water heat pumps
■ Photovoltaic systems with a total capacity of 200 kWp
Project partners
■ City of Oberhausen
■ Störmann Bauträger GmbH, Bottrop
■ Planungsatelier Robenek, Bottrop
■ Planungsbüro für Haustechnik Bernd Oberheim,
Dorsten
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Oelde Climate Protection estate
Estate on the edge of town with individual energy concepts
Location
The Climate Protection estate is located in the southwestern part of the town, west of the streets ”Nienkamp“ and
„Zur Polterkuhle“. The location of the new residential area
benefits from its proximity to all necessary infrastructure
facilities. Kindergartens, primary school and shopping
facilities are about 700 m away, the hospital or the town
centre are about 1.5 km away and the train station is about
two 2 km away.
Urban planning/architecture
The Climate Protection estate has been built as a general
residential area with more than 40 buildings - predominantly
detached and semi-detached houses. Access is from the
southeast via a ring road. A rainwater retention basin was
installed at the southwest corner of the area. From the south
end, a foot- and cycle path leads southwest into the open
countryside.
Energy concept
The energy concepts for the detached houses were drawn
up on an individual basis. The energy standards were specified in the land purchase agreements. Builders of passive
houses were given preference in the allocation of land.

Location
■ Oelde, Baugebiet „Westlich zur Polterkuhle“
Project features
■ Completed in spring 2019
■ Approx. 55 housing units
■ 44 detached and semi-detached houses, two apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: min. three-litre standard (max.
35 kWh/m²a)
■ The energy requirements were met individually.
Project partners
■ Town of Oelde
■ e&u energiebüro GmbH, Bielefeld
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Rheine, Gisèle-Freund-Straße Climate Protection estate
Exemplary subsidised apartments with cogeneration unit
Location
The Climate Protection estate extends along Neuenkirchener Straße, about 1 km west of Rheine train station. Due to
its central position, all infrastructural facilities are within
easy reach. Bus routes and cycle paths run directly along
the development.
Urban planning/architecture
The four buildings were constructed as subsidised rental housing, each with 12 to 17 apartments and a total
of almost 4,000 m² of living space. The development is
accessed from the southeast via Gisèle-Freund-Strasse. In
the central approach, in addition to several public parking
spaces, there is also a car-sharing car-park, a charging
station for electric vehicles and an e-bike rental station.
Each block has one disabled parking space opposite the
entrance. Bicycle parking is available on both sides of the
buildings. The 55 apartments with 62 to 97 m² are designed for couples and families. There is a common room in
two of the blocks.
Energy concept
The three-litre standard was achieved with decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery. A central
combined heat and power unit (CHP) and an additional
gas condensing boiler were installed to supply heat. 48
kWp photovoltaic systems are installed on the flat roofs.
Tenants have the option to purchase the generated electricity at favourable terms. E-mobility is encouraged by
providing EV charging stations and hiring out e-bikes.

Location
■ Rheine, Gisèle-Freund-Straße
Project features
■ Completed in spring 2020
■ 55 housing units
■ Four apartment blocks, subsidised rental apartments
■ Three-litre standard (max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water supplied by small CHP unit and
peak-load gas boiler
■ 48 kWp photovoltaic system and battery storage
Project partners
■ City of Rheine
■ Wohnungsgesellschaft Rheine
■ terhechte höfker architects, Rheine
■ Planungsbüro Graw, Osnabrück
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Senden Climate Protection estate
Continuation of a solar estate
Location
In Senden, the new „Buskamp“ development has been built
directly to the east of the solar housing estate already built
in the Mönkingheide-Langeland area. Here, Senden Climate Protection estate was built to the north and south of a
central village green. Fourteen detached and semi-detached
houses were built to the north of the green. On the southern
plots of land, a property developer has built a row of twelve
terraced houses, arranged in groups of three to five houses.
Urban planning/architecture
The detached and semi-detached houses in the northern
section were individually designed and built. The southern
row of terraced houses was built by a developer in solid
construction with clinker facades.
Energy concept
The individually built houses in the northern area have different energy concepts. An independent engineering firm
provided the quality assurance for the energy aspects of
these buildings. The terraced houses to the south are built
to the three-litre standard and have ventilation systems
with heat recovery. Heating is provided by means of geothermal heat pumps.

Location
■ Senden, Mendelssohnstr., Nanette-Streicher-Weg
Project features
■ Completed in mid-2019
■ 26 housing units in 14 detached and semi-detached
houses and twelve terraced houses
■ Heat energy demand: min. three-litre standard (max.
35 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water largely via heat pumps
■ Photovoltaic systems in some cases
Project partners
■ Town of Senden
■ Scholz Architekten, Senden
■ Liesert Bauunternehmung GmbH & Co KG, Dülmen
■ Drees & Huesmann Stadtplaner PartGmbB, Bielefeld
■ Wortmann & Wember GmbH, Bochum
■ ARCHPLAN GmbH, Münster
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Siegen Climate Protection estate
80% reduction in CO2 through refurbishment and an innovative energy concept
Location
The Charlottenstraße development is located about 1,200 m
southwest of Siegen centre. There is a large shopping centre
within walking distance. The development itself is located on
a quiet cul-de-sac and consists of an angled row of buildings
and a block of buildings on the opposite side of the street.
The buildings were originally built in 1937. The middle part of
the southern row was destroyed during the war and subsequently rebuilt with four floors. The rest of the buildings are
three-storey. Before the refurbishment, there were a total of
80 apartments with about 4,300 m² of living space. Heating
was provided by central heating and by gas floor heating
systems.
Urban planning/architecture
During the refurbishment, all buildings were very well
insulated, so that these now meet the three-litre standard.
The exterior masonry, consisting of 30-cm pumice stone,
received 16 cm of insulation, while the roof received a total
of 24 cm of insulation.
The middle four-storey section was rebuilt and raised in
the course of the renovation. By modifying the staircases,
installing elevators and partially connecting them via arcades, it was possible to make all the apartments accessible
to the elderly. The newly constructed attic floor created an
additional eight apartments with approximately 500 m²
of living space.

Energy concept
The heat supply in each section of the building is via a brine-to-water heat pump. A CHP unit was installed for the hot
water supply. All apartments have their own ventilation units
with heat recovery. Photovoltaic systems with a total output of
62 kWp have been installed to further reduce CO2 emissions.

Location
■ Siegen, Charlottenstraße
Project features
■ Renovation completed in 2015
■ 88 rental apartments after renovation
■ Apartment buildings with three to five floors
■ Refurbishment to the three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via brine-to-water heat pumps
and CHP units
■ Photovoltaic systems with a total output of 62 kWp
Project partners
■ Building owner: Wohnstättengenossenschaft Siegen
eG housing cooperative
■ Architektei GmbH Cologne
■ Ecofys Germany GmbH, Cologne
■ ENVI GmbH, Witten
■ Elektro-Adelt, Niederfischbach
■ Martin Deymer GmbH, Bad Salzuflen
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Steinhagen Climate Protection estate
Single-family and multi-family houses with various energy concepts
Location
The Climate Protection estate is located close to the town
centre and connected to it by a green corridor. The infrastructure is good, with bus links, kindergartens, schools and
shopping facilities. Access is via a ring road that connects
to Hilterweg to the west. A footpath runs east through the
southern green corridor to the centre of the village. Twenty-nine detached houses, two multi-generational residences
and two apartment blocks were built, providing a total of 50
housing units.
Urban planning/architecture
As well as the building shapes, some design details such
as roof shapes and colours, facade design, locations of garages and ancillary facilities, as well as the design of open
spaces and enclosures, were specified in the development
plan. Seminars and consultations were offered to ensure
that the qualities were maintained during individual marketing. Some requirements have been written into the land
purchase agreements.
Energy concept
Three-litre and passive houses have been built. The choice
of energy source was left up to the home owners. Both heat
pumps and a gas supply were possible options. Energy
consumption for space heating and hot water is recorded
separately. An independent engineering consultancy was
commissioned to review all energy concepts to guarantee
the required qualities.

Location
■ Steinhagen, ”Östlich Hilterweg“ construction site
Project features
■ Completed in early 2019
■ Approx. 50 housing units
■ Detached houses and apartment blocks
■ The energy requirements were met individuall
Project partners
■ Municipality of Steinhagen
■ Ingenieurbüro Wortmann & Wember, Bochum
■ Tischmann Loh Stadtplaner PartGmbB,
Rheda-Wiedenbrück
■ die bauwerkstadt GmbH, Bielefeld
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Troisdorf-Mitte Climate Protection estate
New apartments right in the centre
Location
The plots of Troisdorf-Mitte Climate Protection estate are located on the edge of Troisdorf centre, roughly halfway between
the town hall and the pedestrian zone. A larger service area is
being developed near the town hall, which is about 500 m away.
There are plans to build a medical centre with residential and
nursing home at the nearby train station. Kölner Straße, from
which the first phase of the eco estate extends northwards and
the second southwards, is characterised by mixed use. Most
buildings have shops on the ground floor and apartments on
the floors above. Due to its inner-city location, it enjoys very
good public transport links and infrastructure.
Urban planning/architecture
In the northern part of the development, six southwest-facing blocks were built, each with three storeys plus
penthouse floor, comprising a total of 66 private apartments. The ground floor of the buildings on Kölner Straße
is occupied by shops. Under the property there is an
underground car park offering barrier-free access to each
building.
The more southerly 2nd construction phase consists of
three building units with a total of 28 apartments. These
are barrier-free and range in size from 74 to 114 m².
Energy concept
The buildings were built to the three-litre standard in solid
construction with 24 cm composite thermal insulation. Passive-house-standard windows were used. All buildings have
underfloor heating. Geothermal probes are installed under
the underground car park, so that geothermal energy can be
used. A heat pump heats the water to a temperature of 45 °C

for space heating. The temperature for domestic hot water
is raised from 45 to 60 °C by one gas condensing boiler per
building. The apartments in the southern section also have
decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery.

Location
■ Troisdorf, Kölner Straße, Kronenstraße, Viktoriastraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 94 apartments and a few shop premises
■ Three-storey apartment blocks with penthouse floor
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard (max. 35
kWh/m²a)
■ Exhaust air systems, ventilation systems with heat
recovery in the southern section
■ Heating and hot water via local heating network with
geothermal probes and heat pumps, additional gas
condensing boiler
■ Photovoltaic system with an output of 7.4 kWp
Project partners
■ PROTEC Verwaltungs GmbH, Troisdorf
■ City of Troisdorf
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Viersen Climate Protection estate
Apartments near the city center with solar thermal and PV units
Location
The Climate Protection estate is located in the Hülsdonk
district, about 600 m north of Viersen train station. A
school, kindergarten and shopping facilities are within
walking distance.
Urban planning/architecture
The development consists of three apartment blocks,
comprising a total of 48 rental apartments. The living
spaces range from 27 to 109 m². The three-sided perimeter
block development has created a delineated outdoor space
between the buildings. The balconies and terraces of the
individual apartments face south or west and some are
designed as glazed loggias. As well as climate protection,
social aspects and community-building are also important
to Viersen non-profit housing association. With this in mind,
communal areas were created both inside and outside
the buildings. Each building has a communal laundry and
drying room on each floor, which is not only convenient but
also encourages social interaction.
Energy concept
The buildings are constructed to the passive house standard
and have decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery.
Heat is supplied centrally via heat pumps with geothermal probes. This is supported by a solar thermal system. A photovoltaic
system and three battery storage units supplement the energy
concept. The photovoltaic electricity is primarily used for the
heat pumps and for charging electric vehicles.

Location
■ Viersen, Oststraße, Krefelder Straße
Project features
■ Completed in May 2019
■ 48 housing units
■ Three apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Decentralised ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heat pumps with solar thermal support, 117 m² of
collector surface
■ Photovoltaic system with 90 kWp and battery storage
Project partners
■ City of Viersen
■ GWG Stadt Viersen eG
■ Ulrich Beyer, Architekt, Viersen
■ Lindschulte + GGL Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH, Nordhorn
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Voerde Climate Protection estate
”Senior citizens‘ centre“ with nursing home and apartments
Location
The number of older residents in Voerde has been steadily
increasing over recent years, leading to an increased need
for senior-friendly housing. The site near the town centre
was therefore ideally suited as a location for an Climate
Protection estate designed as a „senior citizens‘ centre“ with
nursing home and apartments. The train station and a shopping centre are very close by. Other amenities, doctors and
additional medical facilities are also within walking distance.
Urban planning/architecture
The development consists of a nursing home in the eastern and southern parts of the site, two buildings with 22
apartments each to the west, and a two-storey building
for residential units to the north. The buildings enclose
a local square that provides recreational opportunities
for all residents. The nursing home includes 70 nursing
places, 25 day-care places and 10 apartments for assisted
living. The nursing home and the two residential buildings
to the west were each built with three storeys plus a penthouse floor. The ground floor of the nursing home houses
the day care facility, office, kitchen and a restaurant. The
entrance area is located directly next to the restaurant,
facing the square. The nursing-care rooms on the first and
second floors are organised in groups of 10 to 13 rooms,
with lounge areas allocated to each group. The apartments on the penthouse floor are accessed via covered
arcades and have roof terraces.

Energy concept
The buildings are of solid construction with mineral wool
insulation. All buildings were built to the passive house
standard and equipped with ventilation systems with heat
recovery. The heat supply for heating and hot water is
provided by district heating. Large photovoltaic systems
with battery storage further improve the estate‘s carbon
footprint.

Location
■ Voerde, Bahnhofstraße
Project features
■ Completed in summer 2020
■ 56 apartments and 70 nursing places
■ Nursing home and 2 apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard
(max. 15 kWh/m²a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via district heating
■ 230 kWp photovoltaic system with battery storage
Project partners
■ Town of Voerde
■ Kreativ Bauen & Wohnen GmbH, Schermbeck
■ eling architekten, Wesel
■ IBN Passivhaus-Technik, Cologne
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Waltrop Climate Protection estate
Multigenerational housing estate in the northern Ruhr
Location
An Climate Protection estate has been built southwest of the
centre of Waltrop, a town on the northern edge of the Ruhr. It
is within walking distance of the town centre. It also benefits
from public transport links. Originally the site was occupied
by a church built in the 1960s but this was no longer being
used. The church tower was preserved. In the immediate vicinity of the estate there is also a playground and a
skateboard park, as well as adjacent residential housing. A
local recreation area with a landscape- and nature conservation area is only a 500-m walk away. Reuse of the site for
residential development is in keeping with the goal of urban
redensification.
Urban planning/architecture
Inspired by the concept of multigenerational living, an estate
was built to meet the needs of children, the elderly and disabled people. The development is a mix of four apartment blocks
and two detached houses. Floor areas range from about 50 to
170 m² to cater for all needs. The two three-storey apartment
blocks, with eight apartments each, are barrier-free up to the
penthouse floor. The ground floors of the detached houses
were built to barrier-free standards. Moreover, they have an
additional shower and the option to divide off a living room.
On the top floor there are three children‘s rooms. The buildings have large south-facing windows. In order to convey the
concept of communal living to the outside world as well, all the
houses share uniform architecture. The materials used are a
mixture of insulating plaster, wooden formwork and concrete.

Energy concept
Some of the buildings were constructed to the passive
house standard, and some to the three-litre standard with
ventilation systems with heat recovery. The heat supply in
two apartment blocks is provided by central gas condensing boilers in combination with solar thermal systems.
The detached houses and two of the apartment blocks
are supplied with heating and hot water via heat pumps.
Photovoltaic systems are installed on the flat roofs of these
buildings.

Location
■ Waltrop, Messingfeldstraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2017
■ 29 housing units in detached houses and apartment
blocks
■ Passive house standard (max. 15 kWh/m²a), three-litre standard in parts
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water partly via heat pumps and
partly via central gas condensing boilers with solar
thermal support
■ In part photovoltaic systems
Project partners
■ Benthaus Architects, Lünen
■ Ingenieurbüro Wortmann & Scheerer, Bochum
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Willich Climate Protection estate
Modern new-builds as a ”garden city“
Location
In the town of Willich, an Climate Protection estate has
been built on the Roeddersfeld development area on
the northern edge of Willich Old Town. It has very good
infrastructure, with a local shopping centre, schools and
kindergartens. Public transport stops are nearby and there
is a direct connection to promenade cycle path, which runs
from the north of Willich to Mönchengladbach.
Urban planning/architecture
Based on the concept of the ”garden city“, a layout was
developed which, despite nearly all the buildings being
consistently oriented southwards, created varied perspectives thanks to the design of residential courtyards and
the staggered arrangement of the buildings. Gardens and
planting areas crisscross through the buildings, connecting
seamlessly with the adjoining public green spaces. The
residential quarter accommodates a total of 57 detached,
semi-detached and terraced houses. The buildings are designed as one- to two-storey cubes. Both the façade design
and the staggered height of the buildings have created a
harmonious structure.
Energy concept
All buildings were designed as passive or three-litre
houses with a heating requirement between 9 and 28
kWh/m²a with ventilation systems with heat recovery.
Various building service systems were installed for the
energy supply. The terraced and link-detached houses
are connected via a local heating network to an existing

combined heat and power plant (CHP), which is located
in a school directly south of the construction site. The
semi-detached and detached houses are equipped with

Location
■ Willich, Baugebiet Roeddersfeld
Project features
■ Completed in spring 2019
■ 57 housing units
■ Detached, semi-detached and terraced houses
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a), partly three-litre standard
(35 kWh/m²a)
■ Central ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Detached and semi-detached houses: ground source
heat pumps
■ Terraced houses: local heating network with CHP and
gas-fired peak-load boiler
Project partners
■ Town of Willich
■ DJS Immobilien GmbH, Neuss
■ Hopp Klebach Architekten, Neuss
■ C. Brock und R. Grahlke Ingenieurbüro GbR, Meerbusch
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Wuppertal, Malerstraße Climate Protection estate
Assembly project in a vacant lot
Location
The 900 m² corner plot of the eco estate is located in
Wuppertal‘s Nordstadt district. The plot now built on by the
cooperative had previously been vacant for years. There is a
cemetery to the south of the property, so there is very little
shading. The infrastructure is very good, with kindergartens,
schools, shops and public transport. The so-called Nordbahntrasse, a former railway line that has been converted
into a pedestrian and cycle path with the participation of the
public, is only a five-minute walk away. The building cooperative includes 20 families and individual members.
Urban planning/architecture
The building is a perimeter block structure comprising four
full storeys and two penthouse floors. A total of 20 apartments, two commercial units and one shared apartment
were built.
Since the property slopes by about 5 meters to the south,
virtually ground-level access is possible to the underground
car park on the second basement level and the bicycle
cellar on the first basement level. Additionally, all areas are
barrier-free.
The project has been executed by a homeowner association. The garden and the roof terraces, for example, are
shared. A solar thermal system was installed on the roof of
the top penthouse floor.

Energy concept
The building was constructed to the passive house standard.
The ventilation systems with heat recovery are installed locally for each apartment. Heating and hot water are provided by
a wood pellet heating system supported by a solar thermal
system with 42 m² of evacuated tube collectors. Heat is transferred to the apartments via individual fresh water stations.

Location
■ Wuppertal-Nordstadt, Malerstraße
Project features
■ Completed in 2015
■ 20 apartments, two commercial units and one shared
apartment
■ Four-storey apartment block with two penthouse
floors
■ Heat energy demand: passive house standard (max.
15 kWh/m²a)
■ Apartment ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via wood pellet heating with
solar thermal support
■ Solar thermal with 42 m² evacuated tube collectors
Project partners
■ Malerstraße building cooperative
■ City of Wuppertal
■ GNA Architekten GbR Niedworok Schacht, Wuppertal
■ Fuhrmann + Keuthen PartG mbB, Kleve
■ Ingenieurbüro EUKON, Krefeld
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Wuppertal, Pelerinenviertel Climate Protection estate
Development at the „Pelerinentreppe“
Location
The site of the Climate Protection estate lies about
1.5 km northeast of Wuppertal central station on a hillside
that slopes away steeply to the north. Directly to the south
is a large park with botanical garden. GWM - Gemeinnützige
Wohnungsgenossenschaft Wuppertal-Mitte eG, a non-profit
housing association, already owns a lot of housing stock in
this district, dating from the 1920s and 1970s.
The ”Pelerine Steps“ to the northeast of the site take their
name from the postmen who lived in the district from
around 1920 and wore sleeveless capes (pelerines) to protect them from the rain. The steps were rebuilt as part of the
development and a small rest area has been added at the
level of the eastern building.

Energy concept
The buildings were constructed to a very good standard
of thermal insulation. However, given the location and the
urban situation, the passive house standard could not
be met. The heating demand is around 27 kWh/m2a.
A brine-water heat pump was installed to provide heating
and hot water. Heat is distributed in the apartments via
underfloor heating and fresh water stations. PV systems
with a total output of 20 kWp were installed to further
reduce CO2 emissions.

Urban planning/architecture
Two apartment blocks comprising a total of 22 apartments have been built on the site. The stairwells are
designed as transparent joints, breaking up the appearance of the buildings. The southwest sides of the building
are extensively glazed to let in a lot of light. Continuous
loggias run in front of them. Some of the apartments have
their own garden areas. These are mainly three-and fourroom apartments with 88 - 122 m² of living space. Since
there is a lot of pressure on parking in the district as a
whole, a two-level underground car park was built and this
also provides parking spaces for residents of the surrounding houses.

Project features
■ Completed in 2015
■ 22 rental apartments in two apartment blocks
■ Heat energy demand: three-litre standard
(max. 35 kWh/m2a)
■ Ventilation systems with heat recovery
■ Heating and hot water via ground source heat pumps
■ Photovoltaic system with a total output of approx.
20 kWp

Location
■ Voerde, Bahnhofstraße

Project partners
■ GWM – Gemeinnützige Wohnungsgenossenschaft
Wuppertal-Mitte eG
■ City of Wuppertal
■ Rathke Architekten, Wuppertal
■ Wortmann & Scheerer, Bochum
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Summary

A total of 99 settlements have already have awarded the
status of ”NRW Climate Protection estate“. Besides the
53 completed estates, there are 46 more under construction and at the planning stage. The projects show that,
with consistent and sustainable planning – also in terms
of social and infrastructural aspects – sophisticated projects of energy-efficient construction and/or renovation
are achievable. Whether they are new-builds or based on
exiting housing stock, these estates demonstrate the high
quality of living that can be achieved through climate-friendly planning and construction.

Moreover, due to the large numbers of architects, engineers and municipal representatives involved, the project also has a major multiplier effect in terms of energyand climate-friendly building.
With its interdisciplinary and estate-based approach,
the ”100 Climate Protection Estates in NRW“ project
is unique and is also attracting a great deal of interest
outside North Rhine-Westphalia. Numerous international
delegations have already visited the estates. In this way,
the project also helps to raise North Rhine-Westphalia‘s
profile as an important energy state.

The documented examples impressively demonstrate the
energy savings that can already be achieved in the building sector today. The CO2 savings of over 90% achieved
in some projects are impressive.

For further information about the Climate Protection
estates and on energy-efficient and solar construction
projects, go to:

In order to make people aware of the special features of
the projects on the sites themselves, information boards,
so-called climate points, were created and displayed on
the various estates.

www.energieagentur.nrw/klimaschutzsiedlungen
www.energieagentur.nrw/netzwerk/energieeffizientes-undsolares-bauen

25,000 people will live in the 100 Climate Protection estates when the project is completed. They will enjoy high
housing quality and low energy costs and will become
ambassadors for climate protection.
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